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MAUD: AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE STRUCTURING, DECOMPOSITION,

AND REdOMPOSITION OF PREFERENCES BETWEEN MULTIATTRIBUTED ALTERNATIVES_

BRIEF

Requirement:

T0 summarize the rationale, user procedures, and orogram_descriptionand

provide a softWare program ,listing for the Multiattribute Utility Decomposi-

tion (MAUD) decision aid:.

Procedure:

The MAUD software was developed as a demonstration_of_the application

of heuristic device§ to debi4ion-theoretio techniques; backgrOund is provided:.

in TR 542, "Structuring Decisions: The Role Of StruCtUring Heuristics."

Findings:

This report contains a complete'user manual-for the operation Of the

MAUD program :implemented on the IBM 5110_versionsare available on both tape

and diskette. 'Several examples are provided to help the user both_ understand.

.
the input and-interpret the outputS; it decision-theoretic rationale for the

:MAUD algorithms with special reference to multiattributeUtility theory, as

well as theprogramMing logic and-operations, is summarized; :Finally, a com-
-

pleteline-by-line pFogram listing'Is included.,

Utilization of Findings:

The VAUD prograM is intended to support any decisibin or choice problem

that'oanjote:decompbSed into component parts or factors and for which the

,
decksj..on Maker is able to;at least tentatively identify thoSe faCtOrS. While

d&cision analysts are nbit needed to operate the program, they would be helpu-

ful in instructing the decision maker on_tho programtationaleand output

interpretation. In its present form, MAUJOit designed to help a decision__

maker choose among_alternatiVeS for any problem; that is,_it is context free;

allowing users to define:the problem specifics. MAUD would be particularly

helpf4l in teaching studentsa variety of militarydecision problems to pro-

duce decisions and be more cognizant Of their own Values.:

V
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MAUDr- .AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAM _FOR THE STRUCTURINDECOMPOSITION,

AND RECOMPOION OF PREFERENCES BETVEEN MULTIATTRIBUTED ALTERNATIVES

L' 1. OVERVIEW

-ThiS report deSCribes the use and oPeratiOn of Multiattribute Utility

DeCOMPOSIt_I:... (MAO), interactive COmpUtt.r program for the structuring,

decomposatkoni.g.nd iecoMPo'SitiN of preferenceShetween multiattribttEd
/

Altern4tives.

-
MAUD is designed as a decision aid, aiding the decision maker in ails,

-and all of .the above olirrations;: MAUD is of use in situations where the

user has an intuitive "feel " foK relevant asPactS of the decision-making situ-
_

ation and-prohIjm, but has not as yet uncovered its precise worth structure,

or where we are interested in how the user's idibsyncratic worth, structure

is mapped onto the problem situation.

. ____ , _ ___ :

MAUD also finds its applicatieh within systems that are well structured

gt a macro level,! that is, Where overall act-event tree or utility hierarchy

is known, but where the worth structur, asSociatedwith,particular utility

a(P

'aSSaSsments to be inserted at_defined points within the main syst'enkheedS in-

vestigation, In this case , MAUD does not addiess the decision problems as a

whole but is used as a tool inirtig ing thaMiCrostructure of a component

Of the decomposition problem.

MAUD iS designed for direct interfacing of client (decision maker; ex-

pest) grid decision problems in a "hands Orin approach; As such; it is designed

tO'inceract directly with the clieht, without using a decision analyst or

technician as an interffiediary. The analyst,',in discussing the prabr..

lm with the client before using MAUD will ish to arrive at an agreed defi7

nitioA of the set of alternatives whose worth
structure MAUD is to ,investigate

and theqoal-under which the worth structure is-subsumed. However, once these

issues have been defined, the decision analysS. is:advisedte let MAUD take

over, stnuctUrihgdecomposition_and recomposition o preferences between the

alternatives in direct ii.teractiOn-With the user. '

MAUD produces a log of, the session thatensuea,
1and the decision ana-_

.

1YSthay well wish to assume a oregreUnd role again.in'conducting a debrief,

ing interview with the client at the end of the session to disouSS the

'material in the log. The log will include the MAUD-composedbliStic prefer-.

ence values for the alternatiyes under cdnSideration ari-d -a xnmary of the

Structure *id-basis on which these values were computed
i

MAUD-also-alffMs updates. The current sNucture elicited from the' user

together With 411 reldant content, may be saved on ailamed file and recalled

on Any subsequent MAUD run, The USer-then2has the options of modifying the

strUcturei chan'ging content within structure; and simulating the effects of<''

ch4nging Valuewise importance weights Within the original or modified°

1
_ _

An example of such a log-is.given_on pages 10-12 and

1 0 .



Structure. Hence MAUD tan beuted for exploring hyPotheses'aboUt new and

hypothetical, alternatives, simulating different user -s' assessments within a

common structure; exploring the effects of:mapping 4alues,_onto diffe5ent

worth structures; conducting general sensitivity analyses: and SO on.
, .

_
-

Organization of the Report ;4,

_Section 2'is'for the ti-sor. It is self-contai d and Written:in non*.

technicalIangUage. It may be sepa'ated fkoM th- rest of thereport and used

as a user's manual: It doesnot assume (orptbvideg any technical knowledge

Of decision theory; computer programming; or computer operatiqh .

1

...

SectiOn.3 ig'for the deFisiontheorist and decision analyst who would

'like' to know something of the theory underlying MAUD;:such as' why MAUD does

what it does, how it &bet it and'how it decides_ whentb:dbit._ It also

places MAUD in context within general MultiattribUte Utility Theory (MA7rT

and suggests further development. %. -'

..

.
. .

. ,.;
i

Appendix_A is air the systems analyst wishing to iMplement_oF modify

MAUD on an IBM.513.0; North Star Hopizon, or other mini- or microcomputer-I_

.The deSeripp of the MAUDJeUite of programs will however; elSdbeof use

to the decision analyst WiSlling to know .about the detailed operations of

MAUD: MAUD isMOdUiar; and-_,So the modules can be revised; extended, and

supplanted: by a decision analyst who is!, or has a'good systemG programmer

to 'turle"_the system to meet particular needs.
I ... :

Appendix B is a coompZete lis:ting of MAUD as we
implemented it fek the.

ipm 5110;
.

.

. 2. MAUD USER'-S MANUAL

The_versionof MUltiIttribute Utility Decomposition (MAUD) described

here is for 5110'system. Interaction with the user is carried out

using the screen for display. . MAUD is made up of three interrelated pro-

grams; stored "on'a3M tape cartridge that runs on the tape Unit; which is

an integral part Of the 5110

To run MAUD; "place" the MAUD tape cartridge in the slot in the 5110

'front panel, and type:

then

LOAD! <EXECUTE>

RUN <EXECUTE>

7

What.46AUD DOE.

MAUD will initially ask the user for a title for the session and.

a generic name for all items:(choice alternativeS) Under:Consideration.

Amendments" are allowed: Tne follcwing examples are taken, from a MAUD session

with a campaign planner:17rances) In an advertising agency who* had to choose



one of four viteotaped prototype advertisements for development and trans-

mission over 'the- commercial teleViSion network.
a

Please type_lh a naime for this session FRANCES SECOND SESSION

O.K.

Please type in a word fit.7i'dbiog the topic you want to

make a_decisicin abOUt;by answering the question

The alternatives Tam thinking about could all be

described as COLA ADS
;.

-t-
Now in singular form: Each alternative could be
described.as a COLA;AD ,

Are you reasonably happy with the words you typed? YES

In this and the following examples, the text has beeff copied from the

5110's screen, and underlines haVe been added to the user's responses.

2Ai The user is asked' to specify _choice alternatives (a minimum of 3

items, a maximum of 11).;. F64r:example::

Please type in the name of a COLA A
you want to consider

,

Its name is PARTY

When the user has specified all choice alternatiVes, MAUD will live a

printout of all the-alternatives untier consideration an will .ask if the user

wants to make any changes.

MAUD allOWS the user to make several types of amendments:

(1) to Ohinge the name of an item;

(2)Ao delete an.item; and
(3) to add an item.

You have considered 4 COLA ADS

COLA ADS under consideration

(1) PARTY
(2).BERNUDA
(3) HAIR
(4): FISH. AND CHIP SHOP

Do you want to change anything Nr)



2;3 MAUD will then help the'Usez elicit attributes relevant tO:the

choice alternatives under consideration by presenting-triadsof alternatives

and asking the -user to specify
diferences'andsimiIarities among the alter-.

hatiVe8: Those definitions will represent the poles of the atribute dimen-

sion. MAUD will allow changes if the user is not happy about the definitions

given.

Can you specify a way in which One of these

( 1 ) PARTY
( 2 ) HAIR

Cl ( 3 ) BERMUDA

is different from the other two fin_a_way that matters;

a t0 yOu now ? Please answer YES or NO

What is the numbep,nekt to the COLA AD-

that differS ? 1

O

0

0

0

0

You have said that PARTY
is different from_:

HAIR and BERMUDA

YES

In not more than_three words each time please describe

how the three differ from each other.

First describe PARTY
PARTY is

PICKUP SITUATION
On the other hand-i
HAIR and BERMUDA are

ESTABLISHED COUPLES_
Are ybu reasonably happy with this description ? YES

2;4 The user is then asked to rate all the choice alternatiVes on that

dim,insion using a 7-point scale;

0

0

0

O

It'should be possible to give each -COLA AD

a rating from I\,to 9 adcording to its position

on the scale_
PICKUP SITUATION
1 Your rating of PARTY is : 1

2 Your rating of BERMUDA is = 6

3 Your rating of HAIR is : 5

4
Your rating of FISH AND CHIP SHOP is

5 to Are these ratings OK ? YES

6
7
8'
9
ESTABLISHED COUPLES

4

1 3

0

O

O



2.5 Nexti the user is asked to give an ideal- point on the scale for

that particular dimension:

0 Thinking on] about the_scale below, what position

on the scal6WOOld you like most of all for

0 an-IDEAL COLA AD
PICK UP SITUATION
I

0 2 _

3 Your best possible value is : -2

4

C)
to' _r

Is this alright? YES

7

C)
8
9
ESTABLISHED COUPLES

2.6 After two triads of alternatives have been presehted; MAUD allows

the user to specify poles_ of dimensions ditedtly until such time as he or

she runs out of ideas or haS to restructure the problem (at which time MAUD

returns to presenting triads in an effort to get things.going'agaih).

0

0

0

Can you think'of any other way that the COLA ADS

differ from each other ? YES

In not more than three words each time, please describe

how some of them differ from the others:

Some are : DIFFERENT SLOGAN_
Whereas others are : DIFFERENT-FOR1-0E-J-14GLE

Are you reasonably happy with this description :* "1/ES

MAUD will then proceed to elicit ratings on a scale between these pdlesi

as described in steps 4-and 5.

2.7 MAUD allows the user to make several types of alterations:

(1) to change ratings of choice alternatives On the scalei

(2) to change ratings of ideal value; and

(3) to Cancel the scale.

In the example in step 6; the two poles do not really lie on the same

dimensibh. However; this is not realized until an attempt is made to elicit

an ideal point on the;scale between the:poles,_at which time the scale is

_canceled and replaced With a appropriate scale.



' tt

0

Thinking only about the scale below, _what position

On the scale would. you like most of allfbr
an IDEAL COLA -AD
DIFFERENT SLOGAN

2
3 YOU-0 bett possible value is : 5

4

5 to
Is this alright? -NO-

7
8
9
DIFFERENT FORM OF dINGLE

You can

( 1 ) Canto]. thrsscale (and all ratings on it)

( 2 )
Change your ratings on this scale_

( 3 )
Change the position of the ideal value

Which would you like to do?

Please type in I, 2i or 3 : I

0 Can you sOatify=a (Jay in which one of these

( I ) PARTY
0 ( 2 ) FISH AND CHIP SHOP

( 3 ) BERMUDA

0 is different from the other tW0.(in a way that- matters

to you now)? Please answer YES or NO

What :is the numbar next to the COLA AD

0 that differs ? I

6 5

t,.



You have said that PARTY

isdifferent'from:
FISH AND -CHIP SHOP' and BERMUDA

In not more than three WOrdt_eath time, please detcribe

how the three differ from each other

First describe PARTY'.
PARTY
UNINTERRUPTED SLOG4N-
On the other hand,
FISH AND CHIP SHOP and BERMUDA

INTERRUPTED SLOGAN
C) you reasonably happy.with this description, ? YES

r-77

are:

... and so on Note that MAUD returns to using triads here because the user

restructured the problem by deleting a dimension:

2.8 If the prpferences between choicealternatives on any. two attribute

diMenSibnsare found by'MAUD to be_similar to each other; MAUD will ask the

user if the two scales have a siMilat Me,ahing; If that;is the_case, MAUD

will ask the user tospecify ac new attribute dimension that will replace

those two dimensions. If it is not thecase, MAUD will accept the user's

verdict.

Can you think of any other -way that the COLA ADS

differ from each other ? YES

In not more than three words each time pleatt describe

hOW some of:them differ from the bthert:

Some are: MORE EXCITING
WhePeat others are : LESS EXCITING

0 Are you reasonably happy with this descriptibn YES

/r.

0
0
Q

0
0

It should be possible to give each COLA AD

a rating from 1 to 9 according to its position

on the scale
MORE EXCITING
I Your rating of PARTY

2, Your rating of BERMUDA
YoUr rating of HAIR

4 Your 'ratingof FISH AND CHIP SHOP

5 to Are these ratings OK ? YES

6
7
8

9;
LESS EXCITING

is :
:

is : 4
is :



`four preferentet lor the/ COLA ADS.

under consideration in terms of_tneir ratings on the scale

ranging from. UNINTERRUPTED' SLOGAN to INTERRUPTED SLOGAN
preferences for the,__seem very much the as.-your

COLA ADS _in
on the scale ranging from MORE

to LESS EXCITING
Does this nibah that tilese-two sc

to you ? -NO-

OK

terms of their ratings
EXCITING

ales mean siM.lar things

O

0

0.

Here MAUD foind a similar pattern of preferencei to thosejuSt elicited

on apreViously elicited dimension. Howeveri the user decided that the two

dimensions were in fact value-wise independent; and MAUD
accepted this 1n7

the next sequence-; MAUD:again finds two similar patterns of preferences; and

, this time the user decides that the relevant scales are not value-wise . .

independent;

can you think of any other Way that the'COLA ADS,

differ from each other ?:YES- '

In not more than three words each time,. please describe

how some of them differ Yf.romthe others:

Some are : LACKING ACTION
Whereas other's are : LOTS OF ACTION-

Are you reasonably happy with this description ?

Itshouldrbe possible to give each'EoLA AD

a rating from I to 9 according twits position

omethescaIt
o LACKING ACTION "I

I . Youe, rating-,of ARTY

2 Your rating ofi.BERMUDA 5

3 Your rating 6fBA11._

4
Yugtir rating of FISH AND CHIP SHOP'

S to Are these ratings OK ? YES

12

7

9
LOTS OF ACTION .

_

,4

is
is
is

is
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1.

Thinking only abOUt the scale below, what position
Onithe scale would you like most of el for
ark IDEAL COLA AD
LACKING ACTION
I

2
, 3 Your best possible velUe is

4

to
6 Is this alright? YES

8

0 -('9LOTS OF ACTION

:-

Your prefr-rences for the COLA ADS

und0r consideration in -terms of their ratings on the scale

ranging from MORE EXCITING tb LESS EXCITING

seem very muth.the same as your preferences for the

COLA-ADS in_terms of their ratings

on theScaIe ranging from LACKING ACTION

to LOTS OF ACTION
Doet this mean that these cuci scales mean similar things,

to you ? YES
1.

0

O

MAdathenrestructures the pxbblem by deleting the_Offending dimensions

and invites the user to replace them by a'neW dimension that expresses the

meaning common to bath the deleted ones;

O

Please type one or mord-words on the same line which could
replace both, MORE-EXCITING and

LOTS OF ACTION
Your new; _word(s)

INVOLVING

Now_pleate7t-Ype.one or nore_Words on the same line which
.could replace both LESS EXCITING
and LACKING IN ACTION
Your new word(s)
'faT-INJVO-LVING

4



0 It should be possible to give-each COLA AD

a rating from 1 to 9 according to its position

on the scale

Q "INVOLVING
1 -YoLr rating of PART"? is :

2 Your rating-of BERMUDA
is

Q 3 Your rating of HAIR ..
is :

4 Your rating of FISH AND CHIP SHOP is =

5 to Are thete ratings OK ? YES

0 6
7

1 ,

6
0 9 .

NOT INVOLVING

3

2.9 When the user has specified two or more attribute dimensions, MAUD

swill, if required; give -a summary of progress to date.

Here _is a sumMarybfFrances' progress at the time she had specified

eight attribute dimensions:

Would you_like to be reminded. of trleinformation you

have put in so fare YES

{O

The summary is shown rediiOed; as it was printed out on the 51IO's printer,

_
below and on the next two pages;

**x** SUMMARY FOR FRANCES'SECfiD SESSION

COLA ADS UNDER CONSIDERATION
(1) PARTY

. '(2) BERMUDA

(3) HAIR

(4) }FISH AND CHIP SHOP

ATTRIBUTE DIMENSIONS USED'

(1) PICKWP.SITUATION (1) ITO i ESTABLISHED COUPLES (9),

IDEAL VALUE = 2

10



(2) WITH BETTER JOKES (I) TO WITH BORING JOKES (9)

IDEAL VALUE.= 1

(3) DIFFERENT SLOGAN TO

-(RATINGS CANCELLED SON THIS SCALE,
(AFTER TRYING. TO ELICIT IDEAL POINT)

(4 UNINTERRUPTED SLOGAN (I) TO .

IDEAL VALUE = 2

(5) MORE EXCITING (I)------TO----- LESS EXCITING (9)

IDEAL VALUE = I
(DIMENSION CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY WITH DIMENSION

(5) LACKING ACTION (I)------TO LOTS OF ACTION (9)

IDEAL VALUE = 7
(DIMENSION CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY WITH DIMENSION 5

`DIFFERENT FORM OF JINGLE (9)

INTERRUPTED SLOGAN (9)

(7) INVOLVING (1)--- --TO \ NOT INVOLVING (9)

IDEAL VALUE = I

(8) _APPEALING TO BOYS ONLY (1)-- TO APPEALING TO BOYS AND GIRLS (9)

IDEAL VALUE = 7

RATINGS OF COLA ADS ONtATTRIBUTE DIMENSIONS

COLA -AD 1 2 3

ATTRIBUTE
DIMENSION
(1) 1.00 6.00 5.00 2.00

VALUE .75'. .00 25 1.00

(2) '3.00 7.00 5.00 2.00
VALUE .80 .00 .40 I-00

(3) 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00

(RATINGS CANCELLED)

(4) .00 9.00 9.00 9.00
VALUE 1.00 .00 .00 .00

ISY 1.00 6.00 4.00 4.00
VALUE 1.00 .00 ..40_ .40

(RATINGS CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY TO "6

(6). 7.00 2.00 5.00 4.00
VALUE 1.00 00 60 40

(RATINGS CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY TO S



a-

(7) 1.00 6.00 3.00 4.00 4
.1

VALUE 1.00 .00 -60 .40

(8) 6.00 5.00 2.00 3.00

VALUE 1.00 .75 .00 .25

### END OF SUMMARY ###

2;10 Investigation of -Preference Structure

When the user thinkS that he or she hau specified the, requisite attri-

bute dimensionS in forming the preference structure; MAUD is ready_to in-
-

vestigate the relative weights bf attribute dimensions in deterMining_prefer-

enteS among lotterie. This is usually done by. constructing; reference

gambles; or "basic,reference lottery tickets" (BRLTS);Yhich alloWs MAUD to

determine hOW the user trades off values on attribute dimensions. A diS-_

cussiOn of the theory bind this technique; and its superiority_ over other

techniques; can be found'in section 3.6. Here we PreSent only an examplel_

of the major steps involved for Frances to determine her preference Ordering

of cola advertisements.

Do you'think you have now worked through enough of the

main ways of describing similarities and differences

between the COLA ADS which you

O think areimportant f\. YES

Do you want to investigate,your preferences among the

O COLA ADS on the basis of the similarities

and differences you have described so far ? YES

Would you like tO assume that the various ways you have used

to describe the COLA ADS '

are equially important in determining your prOferences 4t- NO

MAUD now constructs and displays the BRLTs.
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Imagine you had to choose
and

OPTION A

A 1009/o chance. to ,get a
COLA AD that is
as WITH BETTER JOKES_
as FISH AND CHIP SHOP
but that is-also
as ESTABLISHED COUPLES
as BERMUDA

...for sure

between

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER: A OR

OPTION B
A 90o/o chance to get a
COLA AD
as WITH BETTER JOKES
'as FISH AND CHIP SHOP
and as PICKUP SITUATION
asFISH AND CHIP SHOP

AND a 100 /o chance -to get instead
a COLA AD that is
as WITH BORING JOKES.
as BERMUDA
and as ESTABLISHED COUPLES
as BERMUDA

B ?B

that is

0

.

4.,Option A is a compromise "col. _ad (best on one dimensions worst On the
other). OptiOn B represents a g le with;a 90% chance to get an_advertise-
ment that is best_ in_both dimensions and a 10% chance to get an advertisement
that is worst on both Umensions. So long as option B is preferred the

Chance of best advertisement by choosing option B is adjusted progressively_
downward by. MAUD until it becomes so unattractive tha option A is preferred.
For Francesi this happened at the following point:

Q

C

O

Imagine you had to choose
and

OPTION A

A I000 /o chant? to get a
COLAAD that is
as WITH BETTER -JOKES
as FISH AND CHIP SHOP
but that is also
-as ESTABLISHED COUPLES'
as BERMUDA

for sure

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER:

9

between" OPTION B
A 70o/o chance to get a
COLA AD
as WITH BETTER-JOKES-
as FISH AND CHIP SHOP
and as PICKUP SITUATION
as FISH AND CHIP SHOP
AND a 30o/o chance to get instead
a COLA AD that is
as WITH BORING JOKES
ass BERMUDA .

and as ESTABLISHED COUPLES'
as BERMUDA

A OR EWA ARE YOU SURE? YES.

that is

. Frances had `five (nondeleted) dimensions
and MAUD had to construct four (=5-1) BRI,Ts in
her preferelces. The other three BRLTs
percentages shown in option B are those
option A.

13
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

Imagine you had to choose
and

-OPTION A

A 100o/o chance to get a
COLA AD that is
as INVOLVING
as PARTY
but that is also
as_INTERRUPTED SLOGAN
as BERMUDA

.for sure

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER: A

Imagine you had to choose
and

OPTION A

A 100o/o4chance to get a
COLA 'AD that is
as APPEALING TO BOYS AND
as PARTY
but that-7-it also
as NOT INVOLVING
as BERMUDA

for Sure

between OPTION B
A 81Do/o chance to get
COLA AD
as INVOLVING
as PARTY
and as UNINTERRUPTED SLOGAN
as PARTY

AND_a_20o/o chance to get instead
a COLA AD that is
as NOT INVOLVING
as BERMUDA_
and as INTERRUPTED SLOGAN
as BERMUDA

OR B?A ARE YOU SURE?!YES

a
that is

between OPTION B
A_40o/e chance to get a .

COLA AD that
as APPEALING TO BOYS AND GIRLS
as PARTY
and_as_INVOLVING

GIRLS at PARTY
AN1a. liDolo chance to get instead C)

a COLA AD_that_is_
as APPEALING TO BOYS ONLY
as HAIR C)

and as NOT INVOLVING
as BERMUDA

VI

EvAWHICH WOULD YOU PREFER: A OR

Imagine you had to
and

OPTION A

A lOOo /o chance
COLA AD that is
as INVOLVING
as PARTY
but that is also
as WITH BORING JOKES.
as BERMUDA

...for-sure

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER:

choose

co -get a

A

between OPTION-B
A Mote chance to.get a
COLA AD
as INVOLVING
as PARTY
and as WITH BETTER :JOKES
as FISH AN1 CHIP SHOP
AND 0 aDo/6 chance to get instead
a' COLA AD that is
as'NOT INVOLVING.
as BERMUDA
and as WITH *BORING JOKES
as BERMUDA

OR B?-X . ARE YOU SURE? YES

(
that is

14
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That is th6 end of the questions needed tb.
investigate your preferences among the
COLA ADS under consideration.

MAUD then gives the ueet'a summaryi.simiIar to_that degeribed in sec-

tion 2.9; except that valuejwise importances (relative' weights of attribute

dimensions, calculated from the BRLTs) are included, as are the preferencei,
values for the cheice alternatives. A preference value of 1.0 indicates that
an Alternative is at least as good as all otheralteinatives on all dimen-

sions; whereas a preference -value of 0.0indicates that an alternative is at

least aS'bed as all.othr alternatives on all attribute dimensions; Inter-

mediate ValteS maybe interpreted pro fata.;:'

Theisummary MAUDp;ovided for Prances at the end of the, session from

WhiCh the above examples wore taken is reproduced

***** SUMMARY FOR FRANCES SECOND SESSION

COLA ADS UNDER CONSIDERATION : -

(-L) PARTY
PREFERENCE VAL1F = 978,

(2) BERMUDA
PREFERENCE VALUE = 275

(3) HAIR
, PREFERENCE VALUE = .307

/

(4) FISH AND CHIP SHOP
PREFEFENCE VALUE = 377

ATTRIBUTE DIMENSIONS USED.

CI) PICKUP SITUATION (1) TO

IDEAL VALUE = 2
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE = .026

CURRENT PREFERENCE ORDERING (FROM BEST TO
WORST;PREFERENCE VALUES ARE GIVEN IN BRACKETS)

BEST
PARTY( ;98 )

FISH AND CHIP SHOP( .8 )
HAIR( .31 )

BERMUDA( .28 )

WORST

### END OF SUMMARY ###

(2) WITH BETTER JOKES (1) TO

. IDEAL VALUE = 1
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE = .079

ESTABLISHED COUPLES (9)

WITH'BORING.JOKES (9)

(3) LIFFERENT SLOGAN (1) TO DIFFERENT FORH OF JINGLE (9)

(RATINGS CANCELLED ON_THIS SCALE)
(AFTER TRYING TO :LICIT IDEAL POINT)

15
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(4) UNINTERRUPTED SLOGAN (1)
s IDEAL VALUE = 2

.
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE ia ;079

INTERRUPTED SLOGAN (9)

. (5) MORE EXCITING (1) -TO------ LESS EXCITING (9)

IDEAL, VALUE == 1
(DIMENSION CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY WITH DIMENSION 6

(6) -LACKING ACTION,(13'
LOTS OF ACTION (9)

IDEAL_. VALUE_ = 7
(DIMENSION CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY WITH DIMENSION 5

(7) INVOLVING(1) TO NOT INVOLVING (9)

IDEAL VALUE =
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE = .448

. _

(8) APPEALING TO BOYS*ONLY (1) TO APPEALING TO BOYS AND GIRLS (9)

IDEALNALUE = 7 ,

RELM'IVE IMPORTANCE = .267,

RATINGS OF COLA ADS ON ATTRIBUTE DIMENSION

COLA_AD_ 1 2 3 4

ATTRIBUTE
DIMENSION
(1)

1.0 6.00 5 00 2.00

VALUE .75 00 .25 1.00

(2)
3.0 7.00 5.00 2.00

VALUE .80 .00 .A0 1.00

(3) .,5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00

(RATINGS CANCELLED)

(4) 1.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
VALUE 1.00. .00 .0D 00

(5) 1,00 6.00 4.00 4.00
VALUE 1,00 _.00 .40 .40 _

(RATINGS CANCELLED. BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY-TO 6

(6) 7.00 2.00 5.00 4.00

VALUE 1.00 .00 .60 40
(RATINGS CANCELLED BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY TO 5
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(7) I-00 6.00 3.00 4.00

VALUE 1.00 .00 .60 .40

(8) 6.00 5.00 P.00 3.00

VALUE 1.00 .7 .00 .25

2.11 When the user thinks that he or she has done enough at the ses-

sion, MAUD will allow him or het to save the data.

0 Do you want to Savo all this information ? YES

FILE NUMBER FOR DATA?

Eight MAUD sessions can be save on a MAUD tape: from each session are-..;-

stored in four files. The file er for storing a session 's_results must

be 4, 8, 12; 16, 20; 24,28; or 32; Files may be reused at will; bUt each

tithe a file is reused the data from the session previously stored in that

file are overwritten with the data froM the new session.

2.12 MAUD ends.

1.

Notes on MAUD Operation

Press the EXECUTE keyafter every entry; MAUD will begin to process

informatiOh only after the key is pressed. Pressing EACUTE indi-

cates termination of entry.

2. When a_typing 6i-tot occurs before the EXECUTE key is used, the user

can take Corrections by using the backspace key (<); press once for

every character to be deleted. The user can then proceed to over-

write the error. BOWeVer,ifthe EXECUTE key has been used, leave

the error for now and carry on; MAUD will:also allow corrections at

the end of every procedure.

3. MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY THEORY RELATING TO MAUD

3.1 Ove-riew

ThiS part of the report describes
attribute Utility Decomposition (MAUD)
Utility Theory (MAUI). Th section 3.2

multilevel debOMpbSitiOn-recomposition
models.2

2

the rationale and operation of Multi-:

within the context'of Multiattribute ;-
we introduce MAUI as part of the
scheme used within decision - theoretic

Mvch of the material in this section is abridged and developed from that

presented in Humphreys (1977), to WhiCh the reader is referred for further

discussion of the general issues raised here.

17
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SOOtions 3.3 and 3.4 review the MAUT axiomatizations of decomposition

of outcomes (terminal eventS) Within this scheme ade4Uate fbr riskless and

risky Choice; respectively. MAUD adOpis_various solutions upon detection

of violations of the assumptiOns involved in these axiomatizations, and

each solution is discussed in the section reviewing the relevant assumption.

Section 3.5 discusses the mapping rules transforming the data input to

MAID by the user (Atings on attribute dimensions) into a form suitable for

use in the composition rules used within MAUD.

Finally, sectiOn3.6 provides an evaluation Of the _algorithms.imple7

menting the co mp osition rules used within MAUD ancrgives a comparison with;

some Algorithms not currently implemented within MAUD.

c
3.2 Multiattribute utility-Thacrly as Part of a Multilevel-

DecompoSitidn-Recomposition Scheme

One way of conceptualizing a person's behavior is in terms.of a sequence

of identifiable acts: Each act is specified in terms of its occurrence.- In

the decision analytic approach; it is assumed that each act is chosen by_a

person; the decisioh maker, from a set_of possible acts; The question, "Ot

what basis was a particular act chosen?" requires; for an answer in formal

terms; a decomposition under a specified axiomatic system. MAUT axiomatizes

a further decompositiOn of the decomposition of acts into possible outcomes

provided by the joint axiomaEization-of utility and subjective probability

knOwh aSEXpected Utility (EU) thebry (Savage, 1954; Luce & Raiffa, 1957)..

MAUD is a §ystem providing the technology required to (a) implement this de-

composition in interaction with the decision taker; (b) elicit all_inputs

required in decomposed form; (c) check such input for possible violations

of MAUT- prescribed assumptions (and take appropriate action upon discovery

Of a violatioh);_ and (d) apply the appropriate MAUT- prescribed composition

rule in establithihg holistic utility assessments: The multilevel

decomPbSition-recomposition scheme, Within which MAUD is embedded; is as

f011Ows:

DecompoSitibh to Level 1: Choice -Alternatives

The first step in this decomposition is tbSpecify the set_of ch-oice

alternatiVet. These are usually identified as a set of terminal actsior

consequences following from th-OSe acts (outcomes)4 within a decision tree

(Raiffa, 1968; Brown, Kahr; & Peterson; 1974). There can be probleirt_in

the identification of such terminal acts (Brown; 1975; Humphreys, 1980),

and, of course, they are not really terminal; The meaning of "terminal"

here is that one is not prepared to decompose the consequences of such acts

further through extension of the event- act decision tree; Utilities must

now be aSsigneddirectly to all terminal acts (outcomes); and expected

utilities must be computed for pbtential immediate courses of action through

the application of the appropriate EU composition rule: There are three .

ways in which utilities may be assigned to consequences of terminal acts:

18



1. Through holistic utility assessments at level 1; that is,_the_

ut itiet of the outcomes are assesse3 directly, WithOtt further

dec position:

2. Through the assessment of value!'w terms of some variable believed

to have a Concrete, measurable eXistence'in the real world and to

be coextensive with utility; for example, Money. Value is mapped

into utility through. the use of a mapping rule assessed previously

fOk that decision maker: his' or her utility functiOn.

3; Through the use_Of a MAUT decomposition of the utilities of the

choice alternatives into multiattribtte form.

MAUD will be of interest only to those wholhaVe adopted strategy 3 in

assigning utilities to consequencet,Of terminal acts;

Decomposition to Level 2: Multiattributed-OtttbMeS

The thOite alternative to be decomposed to level 2 may be specified in

either of two ways_ under the- assumption of riskleSt decision making; or

under the assumption -of risky decisionMakinl.', The technology employed in

MAUD is.approPriate for use in either case; but the theory is presented

separately for ttig two cases.

Under riskless_ decision making; the decision maker is assumed to be

able to specify with certainty the outcomes (consequences) associated with

each course of action. Hence, identity rules are suitable for mapping be-

tween outcomes and choice alternatiVeS. Ah example of such mappihg follows:

,...-

Cho lee-elte-itative: Hire an unspecified car from RibliS ROyto Car

Hire, -Ltd., rather than from some other car

hire firm.

ti

DUt-COM-&: Drive a Rolls Royce (P = 1.0)

_ _Under-riskydecision making; the decision maker is assumed to be able

to specifyila probability distribution over the outcomes associated with

each choice alternative. Mapping between outcomes and choice alternatives

requires the use of a composition rule, usually based on the expected

utility principle (Fischer, 1972b, p. 10. Under this principle, if the

set of choice alternatives is denoted by (A1,_A2, Ak, and the set of

oo:ttomes under consideration by (X1, X2, Xi, Xiii); then the EU of the kth

alternative is given by the composition rule:

m

EU(Ak) = P. U (X.)

J =1

sT;hi-e P'k is the probability of the choice of alternative Ak resultamg in
7

outcome X, . i
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An example: of a situation requiring such a mapping is:

-ChOice alternative k: Hire
Ltd.;
firm:

an unspecified car from General Car Hire,

rather than frot some other car hire

Outcome: (1) Drive a mini (Pik = 0;70)

or (2) DriN7ie a VW- (pk = 0 ;25)

or (3) Drive a Jaguar (pjk = 0.04)

or (4) DtiVO a Rolls Royce (P4i = 0.01)

It_is important to remember that, giVeh the existence of a decompOtition

to level 1, the further decompositiontb level 2 is performed on the set of

outcomes, not on the set Ofthoipealternatives. In risklst decompositions,

decomposition of outcomes is identical to decbtpdtition of choice-_alterna-

tives, but in risky situations, it is not.

_ _

Fischer (1972a) and von Wihterfeldt and Fischer (1975) have described in

detail the decomposition to level 2 provided byMAUT from a conjoint meatUre-

mentpoint tifView. The MAUT axiomatizations of this decomposition are out-

lined in sections 3.3 and 3.4, together with discUstitiht Of various_solutions

that can be adopted in applications of MAUT when assumptions neces4ry under

MAUT axiomatizatiOns are found not to be met, 'and descriptions of the way in

which MAUD implements particular scilutions.,

3.3 MAUT-Mitm'atizatioo of DecoMpOtitiOn of Outcomes to L64.6-1-2-

Adequat-e-farRiskless Choice

This decOmpositiOn depends on the_assumptiOns_of connectedness and

transitivity of choices (Arrowi 1952; Fittheri 1972a) fundamental to pll

theories of rational choice, togethe with certain crucial monotoniciEy

and independence assumptions discussed next.
3

J

3.3.1 Monotonitity AssuMption

'_Given the adoption of an, ordered scaling metric
describing positions of

attributes on dimensions, the\monotonicity assumption requires that the

relavantattributediiied in such a way that-

Xi > iff f(x,,) > f(Xik )

J Xik 13

where >ci
it the attribute of outcome Xi and f i

1(x..) t a numerical scale

value- representing the utility of xi- on attribute dimension 1. The > deribtet

"is pieferred at least as much as, "-and. denotes "is numerically greater

than or equal to"; that is, on each attribute dimensionv larger numerical
J

valuet should imply greater utiiity; or vart-worth, on that dimension.

Use of a scaling metric is simply ajdeqto to allow the use_of nUtbers

to repretent preference orderings (Beals; Krantzi &_Tversky, 1968); This

device is used here to simplify the discussion of algorithms implementing

.
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. i __

composition rules in applications of MAUT. TheMAUT aXiotatizatiOn is con-

. corned fundamentally With
relations'betweenprefetence orderings4 not rela-

tions between scalevalues. Stioh scale values raiptesent an,intetptetatiOh'

of ordered relations.

When scaled values as obtaineddo nOt tept4sent.this int6rpretation,

mapping techniques such as those described in section 3.5 may, be employed

to rescale the value8 in such a way that the monotonicity assumption is met.

3:3.2 Value-Wise IndepiAndente Assumption

Raiffa (1969) describes how to. specify this assumption in_tetts
of Weak

Conditional Utilityhdependenee '(WCUI), which states that preferences for

values on any attribUte dmension'should be independentOf constant values

on all other attribute dimensions. Such prefetencesare called conditional

preferences; This assumption is equivalent toi-the_single cancellatibh aa-

sumption,in conjoint measurement theory (Krantzi Luce, SuppeS, & Tversky;

1971) And, taken together with joint independence (section 3;3:3); is some-

times called preference
independence_fFiShbUrt&.Keeney; 1975: Keeney, 1974::

Keeney & Raiffa-,01976). It is usually tested by checking n7WCUI, that it;

performing 1-WCUI_ checkS.OVer all n attribute dimenOonS, where 1,-WCUI

representsacheck to determine if (any) one attribute is WCUI °flail otherS

(Raiffa, 1969; von Winterfeldt & Fischer, 1975); /The notion -of independence

contained-in WCUI is weaker than that contained in notions of statistical

independence. Hencetests of statistical Wependepce are too strong. How-

ever, tAay may be used to indicate thepOSSibility of a violation;of

Hance such a check is used by MAUD as a guide for further actions, aS'-de-

scribed next.
7 -N\,_;

Failure of .n -WCUI Checks in ApplIcatiOriS-0f MAUI.; Given. failure of

n -WCUI checks, one has two (legitimate) options open.: ,(a) recognize that

no-totaldecompOsitiOntiodel is adequate within the existing structure and

opt fOr a partial decomposition model, or (b) keep the total decomposition

model and reorder the attribute diterision structure in such a way as.to

eliminate (or at leaSt, Minimize) violation of n-WCUI between the reordered

attribute dimensions.

The consequence of opting for e- partial decomposition ticideliS that one

has to repeatedly search for dimensions exhibiting 1-WCUI, each time sub-

stituting values of the 1-WCUI dimenSiona -or values on all the non-WCUI

dimensions (Raiffa, 1969). ThiS procedure may require the construction of

a large number ofindifference curves to be able to perform=th.enecessary

substitutions The result is an exponential increase in the'number of as-

sessments required before one can bodtSttap the decision makerby cfp-Rkt'atin(g\

the composition rule, and, as Veit: Winterfeldt (1975, p. 65) slid; "Thia may-

be too much effOrt."

The alternative of_keeping the total decomposition model meansthat an

additive composition rule is still appropriate, and therefore fewer assessments

3-see MacCrimmon and Siu (1974, p. 694) and Humphreys (1977, section 2;3.1)

for details of the procedures involved.
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need to be
-MAUD, that
structural
analysis:

made before operating the rule; _However; decision aids,

opt fbr this approach must contain facilities for aiding

reorder mg that may consequently beddte necessary during

such
the
an

as

Consider the example of a decision maker whib Wants to- buy a car and

Whose multiattribute representation of the cars under consideration '(Rover

2600; Citroen CX, Skoda EStelle; Renault 14) is based entirely on notions

of speed, comfort, and financial disincentive. Suppose the elicitation pro-

cedure resulted in attribute values (data) oh the four dimensions shown in

fast

the extract MAUD log reproduced below,

1. sloW (1) _to to (9)

2. .uncomfortable (1) to (9)

3. costs a little (1) to (9)

makes a big hole (1)
in my bank account

to (9)

comfortable

costs a lot
- _

MLkes a little hole
in my bank account

and that the representation of his or her
preference-structure was as follows:

score on
attribute dimension

1

3

w

C) 4. .J

-Ac,

N C AI
4 8 4,70 '0

4.1

21 /
C

9 8 1 5 ,'

9 9 l 6

. 7 8 1 5

3 I
. 8 5

ideal point on
attribute dimension

9

9

Checks for-Statistical independence would reveal that ratings_on dimen-

sions 3 and 4 are highly correlated -but would also reveal that rating on

dimensions 1 and 2,_are highly correlated (the faster cars under consideration

were also more comfdttable). The source of the latter correlation lies_in

the-external world- -the structure of the automobile industry and its market-

ing polities--not the
intePnal'Worth structure of the individual, for whom

Speed and comfort are alziititt Certainly value-wise ,independent.

MAUD ditaMbiguates this situation by first using a statistical cheoking-

procedure to monitor potential failures of 1-WCUT between each new attribute

dimension and every Other dimension alread in the structure as they are

elicited from the decision maker. _Shculd the statistical check faili the

Offending pair of attribute dimensions is p'resented to the deciSiOn maker,

47 22
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and i thought experiment is then ceindddted between -MAUD and tli& decision

maker to see if 1-WCUI haS actually been violatdd.t If it has, the dediSiOn'

maker is prompted to supply a new attribute dimension to replace the Offend-

ing pair; and the structure is then reordered by accepting the new dimension

and deleting the offending Pair; providing that assessmentson the new di-

mension subsequently pass 1-WCUI checks ;.

In the examplei MAUD would chebk the correlation-between ratings on di-

mensions 1 and 2 as soon as ratings had been elicited on dimension 2. ritid-

ing a high correlation between the two sets of ratings, MAUDwould proceed

With the thought experiment as shown in the fbllbwing printout!
. ,

Your preferences for the CARS
Under consideration in terms of their ratings on the scale

ranging from SLOW to FAST

seem very much the same as your preferences for the

CARS =
in terms of their ratings

on the scale ranging frbm UNCOMFORTABLE

to COMFORTABLE :

Does this_mean that the two scale's mean similar things

to you ? NO

OK

gecause_in each case WCUI survived (althoughstatistically independence

did not), MAUD proceeds with the elicitation of dimension 3. Ratings on

dimension 3 correlate negatively with ratings on dimensions 1 and 2i_so no

thought experiment is_perforMed; and MAUD proceeds with the elicitation of

ratings on dimension4.Finding a high positive correlation between ratings

odiMenSiOns 3 and 4, MAUD proceeds as folloWS:

0
I

tYour preferences for the CARS

(7) f

under consideration in terns of their ratings on the scale

ranging from COSTS A LITTLE ,

to COSTS A LOT

seem very much the same as your preferences for the

CARS -.._ in terms of their ratings

0 on the scale ranging from BIG HOLE IN BANK ACCOUNT

tb LITTLE HOLE,IN BANK ACCOUNT
/ Does this_mean that thete Ew- scales mean similar things

to you ? `r-S-

4MAUD's procedure has the advantage that fewer questions need:.be asked than

in conventional 1 -WCUI checking and that it leadsdecision makerS to believe

that the system isj:ntelligent because it aSkt questionsonly in suspicious'

circumstances. r.
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0;K; Please type in a mord (or'phrase of not more than

three word whith has the Same meaning at both

COSTS-. A LITTLE .

and LITME HOLE IN BANK ACCOUNT .

Your new word(s)
CHEAP eV.

11:

Now plea type_ina ward (or phrase.of not more than

three wo his) which hes the same meaning as both

COSTS A L T arid BIG HOLE IN BANK ACCOUNT

Your new words) :

EXPENSIVE

(MAUD then proceeds to elicit ratings of cars On the dimension CHEAP to

EXPENSIVE;)
.

Hence_dimenSiOna 3 and.4 tre deleted from the structure and replaced by

dimension 3'; eXPensive to ... cheap. WCUI is restorediLand MAUD may

now tontinue'with the elicitation of the rest of the structure.5

3.3.3 JOint, Independence Assumption

When n -WCLI is satisfied- a final general independence assumption must

met. This assumption is called_joint indepedenCe; In formal_terms, a

set:Of attributes is said to-jointly independent of the rest if the

preferenceordering of outcomes0which varies only in these attributes, re-

mains invariant for any fixed levels of_the. remaining-attributes. yon Winter-

feldt and FiSCher (1975) state that violations TfLjoint,independence in ton-

ditions in which n-WCUI is satisfied are typically subtle in nature and hard

to find. They give theexampleof someone who works in a large city and wants

tb, rent a hOtSe or apartment. Consider thiS person's preferences when con-

fronted with the two situations shown in Figure 1, 3iffering only in whether

there is a high7-speed transportation system situated nearby.

-
Tneach Situatif-n; the,values in the cells represerit the values Of the

outcomes on the three attribute dimensions.
! _

Von Winterfeldt and Fischer explain the switch in preference ordering.,

of outcome B and C between the two situations (violating-joint independenCe)

as foalows:

Living oh. -a farm in the country seemed to us -very attractive; and

the long car ride to work ilid:nbtmatter with the convenience Of

the high- sneec! transoortation system. With no high speed transportation

NOte also that the asTessment procedure used to establish the decision

maker's value-wige importance weights for attribute dimensions (described

in section 3:6) is ordered biliy MAUD into a,hierarchy in' way that mininizes

the distortion introduced in any residUal value-wise nonindependence that

was not detected by the l-,MCUI checks.
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system, the SI:Ott-et ride from the apartment outweighed the benefits

of living on the farm:

Situation 1
outcomes (dwellings)

A B C

Fm Fm Ap Ap

20 20

min lhr min lhr

YES YES YES YES

1 2 3 4

attribute
diMenSiOns

type

time to drive
car to work

high-speed
transportation
system nearby

ORDER OF.
PREFERENCE

Situation 2
outcomes (dwellings).

Ap Ap

20
min lhr

20
min lhi-

NO NO NO NO

, 1 3 2 4

Figure 1. TWO situations invoIVing preferences fot outcomes where

the-preference orderings violate joint independence

(after von Wintetfeldt & Fischer, 1975. Fm =.Farfii;

Ap =.Apartment);

_ .

Failure, of Joint-Indeendance Checks in Applications of MAI3 -1Siven

,failure of joint independence Checks,. one has the s meitwd'optiops Olpen.as

in the CaSe'of failure of n-WCUI checks: (a) recognize that noctotal de-

composition model S,s_adequate within theexisting structurei or jb),.keep

the total decompotitionmodelandreotder the attribute dimentiOn structure

in a way that eliminates the violation of joint independence;

If one etainpithe original.structure,a total decomposition is in

theory still pottilele- This total decomposition is detCtined by von Winter-

feldt and FiScher's (1975).model 1,3. lloweVe,±SUCh a totardecomposition

is inadequate because no compositioUle is prescribed axiomatically for

this decomposition, and an optimal Solution requires_a mixture of admissi-

bility and sensitivity analyses on the applicatiOn of a welltchosen:sea,ection

of composition rules . .

The_informatibnrequired to:ascertain that any solution on these lines

is usually not available, . so MAUD opts for a different solution, that pre-

VioUsly described by HumphreYs (1977, section 2.5.2) as the "constructiVist"

Solution.

,

This solution gives primacy_to the mAuT_axicmatization over the data

and seeks topodify the output of the attribute eliciatiOn procedure so

that themodified attributes exhibit joist independence: the example

just used, the absence of a high-speed transportation system (situation -2)

resulted in dimension 2, time to dtive car to work," increasing'its value-_

wise important weight over dimension 1i "type of dwelling (far-M,Or ,apartment

Why?
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D mension 2 may be assumed to extend between~these two poles:

Pole P Dimension 2

long time to drive
car 'to work

to

Pole Q;

short time to drive
car to _work

_For_attributes to be scaled in any metric on a dimension, the pole
1

names

of that dimension must be tuperordinatecategory_names, that is, refer to

'poles superordinate to_their predictive attributes6 or lexical entries (Pruner;

Goodnow, Austin, 1956; Katt & Fodor; 1963; Humphreys & Humphreyt; 1975)..

:-For each pole, the.-set of lexical entries defines- its meaning (Katz & Fodor;

1963; Anderson & sower, 1974). In situation 1 in the dwellings example,'

pole-13 contains the lexical entry "but not for me," because, in this sit4a-

tion, the decision_Maker would take-the high-speed_transportatibh-tyttem;

n situation 2, Pole P contains instead the 16X46A1 entry "for mei" because

there is no option but to take the car. trende; what is happening in this

violation of joint independehee it that pole P Changes in. meaning.

The constructivist appkoach would assume thatinthe situations described

in the example, the decision maker was really construing the decision situa-

tion through theuse of an attribute dimension defined in'terms of thete'two

poles:'

Pole P'

long time.for MO to
travel to work

Dimension 2' Pole Q'

short time for me
to' travel to work

The reader is invited to verify that attributes scaled_on diMentions 1

and 2' do not violate joint Independence for any fixed level on dimension 3.

,
MAUD 'can pick up violation of joint indePendence'through deteoting ih-

.

-,-

-coherence_in the resulting assessments required4n_the lotteries required

to establish. value -wise importance weights (described-in section 3=63, .

-,

However, the userwill Often spot a dimension changing its meaning at

ratings are elicfEed and take, appropriata'action in interaction with MAUD

befere proceeding in the development of his brherpreference.structure._ _

_The following is a simulated_eXaMple of this action happening during a MAUD

run, based on the'von Wintetfeldt and Fischer example:

6
Note that these attributes define poles, not Outcomes.
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You have considerecf4 DWELLINGS

DWELLINGS. under consideration

FARmi
a FARM2
3 APARTMENTI
4 APARTMENT2

It should'_be possible to give each DWELLING

a rating frbiii I to 9 according to its position

bh the scale
HST SYSTEM NEARBY_

Your rating of FARMI is = I

2 Your rating of FARM2 is : I
_

3 Your rating of APARTMENTI is : I

4 YOlk, rating of APARTMENT2 is : I

S to Atv these ratings OK ? YES

6
7
8
9
NO HST SYSTEM NEARBY

C) Thinking only abodt the scale below what position

on -the scale would you like most of all for

06 IDEAL DWELLING

0 HST SYSTEM NEARBY

2
your best possible value is

4

5' to

C) 6 ' Is this alright? YES

7

0 9
NO HST SYSTEM NEARBY

27'
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0

O

O

0

0

0

0

9
LONG DRIVE TO WORK

Can you specify a way in which one of these

( ) FARM2
( 2 ) FARMI
e 3 ) APARTMENT2

is different from the other two (in a way that matters

to you now) ? _Please answer YES_or NO

What-i8 the number next to the DWELLING'

that differs ? 2

You have said that FARMI
is different from:

FARM2 and APARTMENT2

In nbt more than three words each time please describe

how the three differ from each othe.

First detcribe FARMI
FARMI is :

SHORT DRIVE TO WORK
Oft -the other hand,
FARM2 and APARTMENT2

LONG DRIVE TO WORK:
Are you reasonably happy with this description ? YES

It should b6 possible to give each DWELLING___

a rating from I to 9 according to its position

on the scale .

SHORT DRIVE TO WORK
Your rating of FARMI

2 Your rating of FARM2

3 Your rating of APARTMENT)

4 Your rating of APARTMENT2

to Are these ratings OK ? NO

6

2 s.

3

YES

are

is :

is
is :

is : 9

0
0

0

0



0
You can

( 1r ) Cancel this scale (and all ratings on- it)

( 2 ) Change your ratings on thikscalo.,

0 \--Which would 00 like to do?

'Please type in 1, or 2 : I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Can 00 specify a way in which one of these

A 1 FARMI
( 2' ) APARTMENT2
( 3 ) FARM2

is different from the Other two (in a way that matters

to you nom)? Please answer YES -or NO

What is the numb next to-the DWELLING

that differs 0--

You have said_that FARM1
is different from

APARTMENT2 and FARM2
*.

In not more than three words each time, please describe

how the'three differ Prom each other.

First describe FARM1
FARMI is :

SHORT TRAVEL TIME
On the other hapd,
APARTMENT2 and FARM2-

LONG TRAVEL TIME TaulAikk-

Are you reasonably happy with this description ? YES

'YES

a

3.3.4 Additive Composition -RU10 from Level 2 to Level 1 Undex-RItkIOSS

Choca-

If the assumptions 'deaCribed in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 are met, the

following additive conjoint measurement model may be appied as the comPOsi-

tidn rule From level 2 to level 1 (model 1.4; von Wihterfeldt & Fischer,

1975)
n

iff F = > Y f:(x,- ) = FM._)
1 ik

1=1 i=1
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Here f.(x .) scales the utility (part-worth) of outcome X. on attribute
ij

dimension I. Composition from leVel 2tolevel 1 is achieved by summing

the fi(xii) over all n attribUte dinnsions present in the_ decomposition

at level HoWeVer, MAUD uses the slightly different additive composition

rule described in section 3.4.4, for the reasons also discussed in sections

3;4;2 and 3.4;3.

3;4 MAUT Axiomatization of De-COmposition of Outcomes

to Level 2 AdeqUate-for Risky' choice

'The-decoMpOsition to Ievel.'2 described in section 3.3; while adequate

for the specification of an additive conjoint measurement model under con-

ditions of riskless cheide,-iS, OnfOrtunateIyi not sufficient to guarantee

the use of an'additiVeComPosition rule under riskv_rhoice. There are now

two major requirements that must be satisfied in addition to those,required

for the axiomatization of MAUT under riskless choice. These are (4) the

satisfaction of the "Sure thing" IprincipIe; and (b) strengthening pf the

value-wise independence assumptions.

3.4.1 The "Sure Thing-As_sumption
;-

_Under risky choice; each choite alternative is conceptualized_ as a

probability distribution over a set of outcomes; that is, as a gamble: The

sure thing principle; or Savage's (1954) Independence Principle, requires

that preferences among gambles should not depend on the values of_outcomes

that are constant in a subset Of events; It is essential that this requite-

ment be met in the EU axiomatization of decomposition front level 0 to level 1.

The sure thing assumption-is not a MAUT axiom in itself. However, be-

cause applications_ of MAUT involving risky Choice require decompdSitiOn to

level 1 before application:of the
MAUT-axiomatizeddecompesition to level 2,

it is important to discuss the consequences of failure of sure thing checks

at level 1 on attempted MAUT-axidtatiZed decomposition o level 2.

Failure of Sure _Thing Checks in Applications Of-MAUT. There are three

approaches to the decomposition to level 2, given failure of sure thing

checkS: ostrich-like behaVidt, tehxiomatizationi and forced decompbSition

under an EU axiomatization:

The rationale for the "Ostrich solution" is as follows: BecauSe the

specificatioh of the outeeteS.t0 be decomposed from level 1 to level 2 de-

pends on theStrnotUre of the decomposition to level 1, why can't we re-

arrange the level 1 decomposition (decisiontreeor whatever) in such a way

that each terminal act is associated with certainty_ with_a particular out-

come? Then; the rearranged choice
alternatives (terminal acts) can be de-

composed (e.g:; by using MAUD) under a riskless MAUT axiomatization; which

cities not require sure thing checks.

This ostrich-like solution consists of burying one's head in the de-

composition from level 1 to- level -2, so that one cannot see what is going

on in the decomposition to level 1. Apart from all the_problems involved

in specifying terminal acts (Brown, 1975; Humphreys, 1979), choice alternatives
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are conceived in terms of immediate_ courses of action, and a composition

rule based on an EU axiomatization is required to recompose terminal acts_

into immediate courses of action. Failre of sure thing Checks at any point
invalidateSthiscomposition rule and hence the whole decomposition-

reCOMposition procedure, and the excuse, "it wasn't MAUD's fault," does not

solve the problem. The consequences for applications of MAUT are_both im-

portant and far-ranging, Decision analysts who think_that conditions of

riSkleSs choice exist in their decompositions obtained through the use of

systems such as MAUD should ask themselVeS carefully whether they are not

imdtatingthe behavior of ostriches by not examining what their clients

actually intend to do with the resulting preference ordering of alternatives;

In the light of this, one mightdSk why one has to rely on an EU _

axiomatization of the decomposition to level 1, without_ question. Such

reliande becomes necessary only when one_accepts that the axioms of decision

thoory:should be treated on a par with the principles of logic;(e;g.i

Marschak, 196E3), that is, as principles that are accepted as4not open_to

rejection following violation; Allads (1953), Ellsberg (1961), andSlovic

And TVersky (1974) haveraised strong objections to the sure thing assumption

being granted such a status becaUSe it can lead to some intuitively unap-

pealing prescriptions about choices and has been found to be_occasionally_

but systematically violated in studies of_subjectiVe choice behavior (Tversky,

1969). If we accept objections such as theSe; then the solution prescribed

by the failure of_sure thing checks is to attempt a reaxiomatization of the

decompoSition to level 1, based on assumptions more persuasive on logical

grounds than is SWiage's Independence Principle.

Humphreys (1977, section 3:2:2) has reviewed several such attempts at

reaxidMatization, which are generally represented as joint axiomatizations

of EU (or EV) and risk. However, none of these attempts has yet met with

sufficient success and acceptande to form the basis for technology to imple-

ment interactive decision aids.

Hence there is no easy way out'Of the sure thing problem. One suggestion

(due to Ward Edwards) is that leek of risk preferences can be handled within

the,MAUD structure by eliciting an attribute dimension of the form

low risk high risk

7

folding it aboUt the ideal leVel Of risk and assigning ita value-wise

importance (using standard MAUD methodology) relatiVe to the other dimensions

in the decision maker's preference_ structure. There are; of course, parallels

to Coombs' portfolio theory of risk in this suggestion (Coombs & Bowen, 1971);

but it should he remembered that here risk is treatedas content input into

the preference structure (as ratings on an attribUte dimension); rather than

forming any part of the axiomatizatibh of the structure; Hence coherence_

tests for the adequacy of such a conceptualiiation of risk in any particular

7
See section 3.6 for a discussion of "folding."
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Situation are Trot available,_ and it iSleft to the decision analyst to as-

certain that the decision Maker's risk preference component of his or her

worth structure for the alternativesunder consideration has been adequately

modeled in adopting this solution.

3.4.2 Value-wlAe-independence Assumption

Undar conditions of risky choice; the WCUI and joint independence as-

sumptions used in the axibmatization under riskless choice (section 3.3)

must bp strengthened to a Strong Conditional Utility IndependenceASCUIL

assumption (Raiffa; 1969). Keeney (1969, 1971) and Keeney and Raiffa (1976)

have called this assumption simply utility independence. Ih formal terms,

SCUI_ requires that preferences among-multiattributed Alternatives., in_which

a sUbSet of attributes has constant valUesacross:all outcomes* should not

depend on the particular level at which the existent values are held fixed.

It would be extremely difficult to carry_out_efficient and exhaustive SCUI

tests in the applications to Which MAUb is likely to be directed.

_ .

However, there is an-easier way out of the problem than searching

for appropriate test procedures; It follows from the result that when an

n-WCUI istatisfied; but SCUI is not, a riskless decomposition procedure

may be used provided (a) that the riskless conjoint measurement Composition

rule utility'functions fi (section 3.1.4) are_replaced by utility functions

ui, adequate for use under risky cloiceiand (b) that a marginality assump-

tion is Met (Raiffa, 1969; Fishburn, 1970).

MAUD- adopts thiS Approach; using a utility fUndtion assessment procedure

that yields u This procedure is gedezibedinthe section that follows._

HoweVet; in doing this; MAUD assumes that the marginality assumption discussed

next is met.

-3.4.3 Marginality Assumption

In forMal terms; marginality; also known as value independence JFishburn

Faeney; 1974); is-jUdged_solely on the basis of the marginal probability

distribution over the S'.hgle attribute Values. 'Von Wintetfeldt & Fischer

(1975) diSeuss details of this formuldien and give 4ui, following counter

example:

Marg_inality would require you ;:o_be indifferent between the gambles x and

y, ShOWn belOw; because the marginal ditttibutions are the same.

4000$ + a 19,
1.,rsche

Cc; + d

1f461
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0$ + a 1973
Porsche
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HoweVer, most people are likely to prefer y orx. Thit can be attributed

to variance preferencese (CoOmbs & Pruitt; 1660); because y has a much

smaller variance than x.

Failure of Marginality Checks_in Applicationt-Of-MAUT. In applications

of MAUT under risky choice, each choite alternative is a, gamble with a proba-

bility distribUtiOn over the outcomes in the decomposition. marginality

Checkt are *lost likely to fail in cases in which the variance of the various

probability distribbtions is distinctly unequal: In such cases, there are

three principal solutiOns to decomposition; these are discussed belOW.

.
Reordering solution. This solution (called the buck - passing solution

in Humphreys, 1977) is analogous to the Ostrich solution described in section

3.4.1 but may be more successful: The basic idea_is to reorder the structure

of the deCOMposi:tion to level 1 50 that the relation:Ship between choice alter-

natives and terminal acts (outcomes) is desdrIbed in terms of probability _

distributions with less unequal variances: This amounts to passing the buck

to_therdecomposition to level 1, because there is no guarantee that there-
ordered decOmpOsition will pass the sure thing checkt just because the origi-

nal one did. The'reordering will_certainly_invOlve pruning the decision

tree, in some cases so severely that the result may amount to cutting it

off at the roots (Brown; 1975);

Decision analysts unwilling to undertake such radical surgery: may_ well

find it impossible to arrange things in such a way that the decOmposition

to level 1 passes sure thing checks at the same time that the decomposition

to level 2 passes marginality_ checks. In this case; the reordering buck-

passing solution degenerates into an ostrich solution.

9Uagl-additive solution (multiplicative rule-Y. Von WiliterfeIdt and

Fischer (1975) describe a multiplicative composition rule that is appropri-

ate for use in assessing utilities of risky alternatives where SCUI Checkt_

are satisfied but marginality is not In theory, this rule may be expressed

in terms oftransformations of the functiont fi(Xi)) in the riskiest composi-

tion rule described in section 3.3,f Keeney and Aaiffa (1976) discuss thiS:

rule (section 6.3), and the assessments involved in its construction and use

(Section 6.6.5). The present version_of MAUD is equipped only with the tech-

nology required to implement an additive composition rule; but later versions

will involve the optional use ofamultiplicative rule instead. HOWeVer,

the multiplidatiVe rule brings with it axiom-checking and assessment problems

of its own; and a reordering solution, if possible, is usually preferred.9

2
8The variance (V) of a two- outcome gamble is_defined as V = p(1-p)(U1-U2)

where Ui -U2 is the difference in utilities Of the two outcomes of the gambles.

9Fischer (1972b, exPeriMent2)investigating decomposition under risky

Choice, found an Additive composition rule to be an efficient prediction of

subjects' holistic choices among alternatives at level 1; even in situations

in which one would expect the marginality assumption to be violated on intui-

tive grounds. Henbe distortions introduced through the_use of deCompOtitions

to leVel 2 with violations OT marginality, together with an additive composi-

tion rule of the type employed by MAUD, are unlikely to be serious when n-WCUI

checks are satisfied.
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3:4.4 Additive Composition Rule from Leve/-2-and Level 1

Under Risky Choice

Given that the appropriate value7wise independence assumptions have

been Met, We may use the following Model as the composition rule from level

2 to level 1 under both riSkletS and risky choice:

Xl .. > u.(xi) = U()Xklc

X iff U X)
7 i=1.

u
1
(x
'7 i=1 1

No that fbt any xii;
1969; Fischer; 1972al.

--) is monotonically related to f:(x:- (Raiffa;
ij 1 ij

This composition rule is useful inapplipations of MAUT under both risky

and riSkleSSChoiCe; provided it is used in conjunction with valUe7Wite im-

portance assessment techniques based on a device known as the Basic Reference

Lottery Ticketi or BRLT (Raiffa; x969, p. 3576; von Winterfeldt & Fischer,

1973; HumphreyS &Bumphreys, 1975; KeeneY & Sicherman, 1975, -p. 10-12).

It is the standard composition rule used in the current version of MAUD;

Given a_scaling procedure that yields_ attribute values gi(xii)i mono-

tonically related to fi(xii) (section 3.3.4), and hence to aBRLT-

baSed procedure may be used to construct the ii(x=1,) direCtly. The relation
3

is of the form

i s1
= g.(5c13 ) 1, where

The A assessed by BRLT-based procedures are in fact productS of

I

(value -wise importance weight] x [relative scaling factor]

w.

Hence; in separated fort:

x [fi to U. correction]

h.

U.1 (X,
j 1

= w.q.h. [(3(x;)
i 1 1 i 13

qi

ribiti a conjoint measurement point Of view, the separation of Xi intowiqihi

is both unnecessary and vacuous, since wi, qi, and hi cannot be assessed
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Separately from_one another. Hence the procedure used by MAUD for the as-

sessment of Ail° does not attempt-any such separation.

3.5 Mapping-laaeri Level 2a and Level 2

In applications of MAUT, data are usually collected in the form_of rat-

ing of attribut's of outcomes on arbitrarily scaled rating scales. (The

current version of MAUD uses an arbitrary seven -point scale on all attribute

dimensions.) ,Before such data can be used in MAUT composition rules, they

must be SUbjeCted to two mapping transformationa; folding and relative scal-

'ing; which are described in sections 35;1 and 3;5;2;

the raw rating scale'data_and the transformed data are ,rePre-

2 in the decomposition scheme; the two forms of data artdia-

by describing the raw data as represented at level 2a and

data at level 2.

Sincebbth
sented at level
tinguished here
the transformed

3.3 ;l Folding J-Scales

As an example demonstrating the need fbt folding transformations of

.
rating scale data consider the case of a decision maker who is trying to

decide which of several potential companions to take to a dance. One of the

attribute dimensions used in the decomposition of outcomes (companions)

Might be

SHY

degree of boldness

ideal point

BOLD

This attribute dimension; as represented here, is scaled monotonically be-

tween the two -poles SHY and BOLD, but the most preferred point on_this at-

tribute dimension for most decision makers in this situation would be some-

where in the middle. Clearl Y. no monotone transformation of scale values

on a SHY-BOLD rating scale can yield g()c-) appropriate for use in MAUT
ij

additive composition rules.

Coombs (1964) has called such scales, and all physical* represented

scales, J-scales, where J stands_for joint -- Shared across individuals. In

Order to transform any J-scaled data from any individual_decision Maker

into a form suitable for use as gi(xii), one must first fold each J-scale

about that individual's ideal point on the J-Sbale (Coombs, 1964; Dawes,

10-Described in section 3.6:
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. ,

i _;=-,

1972;.sectionsVI.2). This yields the decision maker's individual preference

scaling of the attribute dimensions and hence 1-scaled datajl

The following example Sh-OWS MAUD folding a J-scale in interaction with

a decision maker.

GIRLS unifier consideration :

(1) NANCY
(2) CHARLOTTE
(3)' MARY

(4) HELEN

Can you specify a way in which one of these

0
( 1 ) NANCY
( 2 ) MARY

( 3 ) CHARLOTTE0
is different from the other two way that matters

to you now)? Please answer YES or NO

What is the nikhr:4; heict to the GIRL

that differs ? 2

You have said that MARY
is different from :

NANCY and CHARLOTTE

In not more than the words each time, please-describe

how the three differ from each other.

First describe MARY
MARY is :

SHY

0 On the other hand,
NANCY and CHARLOTTE are:

BOLD
Are you reasonably happy with this. descriptiOn ? YES

YES

0

111::rdte that the Use_of an additiye composition
rule from level 2d (J- scaled

attributes) to leVel 1 *(butcenes) will violate -the MAUI MenCtonicity assump-

tion (sectiOn 3.3.1) unless the ideal points of all decision makers under

consideration are located at one or other pole of all the J-scales on which

the attributes are represented:
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0

0

0

It should be possible to give,each GIRL

a rating from I to 9 accordingtb-its position

on the scale
SHY

Your rating of NANCY

2 Your rating of CHARLOTTE'

3 Your rating of-MARY

4 Your rating of HELEN

5 to Are the ratings OK ? YES

6

9

BOLD

Thinking only about the scale below, what position

on the scale wouid'you like most of all for

an IDEAL GIRL
,SHY

2
3 Your best possible value is : 5

4
5
6 -

Is this' alright? YES

7
8
9

BOLD

Can you specify a way in which one of.these

( I ) CHARLOTTE
( 2 ) NANCY
( 3 ) HELEN

is different from the Other two (in a way that matters

to you now)? Please answer YES or NO

What is the number next to the -GIRL

that differs ? 3
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You hale said that HELEN
is different from :

CHARLOTTE and NANer"

In not more than three words each time; please describe

hOW the three differ from each other.
First describe HELEN'
HELEN_ is

NOT SEXY
On the other hand;
CHARLOTTE and NANCY

SEXY
Are yOU reasonably happy with this description ? YES

4

are=

The_folldWing extract from the log resulting from the session shows how

MAUD uses this information in folding the J-scale ratings to.produce 1-scaled

values.

O

O

0

.() j

ATTRIBUTE DIMENSIONS USED

(1) SHY (I) TO BOLD (9)

IDEAL VALLE 5

(2) NOT SEXY 11i TO SEXY (9)

IDEAL VALUE ==.- 9

RATINGS OF GIRLS ON ATTRIBUTE DIMENSIONS

GIRt 1

ATTRIBUTE
DIMENSION

2 3 4

(1) 9.00 8.00 1.00 5.00

VALUE .00 -25 -00 1.00

(2) 9;00 7.00 2.00 1.it
VALUE 1.06 -75 .13 411.

3.5.2 Rel-Atd-V,e-.CAling

Consti.uction of I=-scales on all attribute dimensions insures that the

numbers assigned to attributes on each dimension_will be monotonic with worth

on that dimension;_ but it does not insurethat the scaling metrics will be

comparable across 'dimensions. Making scaling metrics comparable_ across di-

mensions involves operations called relative scaling (Raiffa, 1969).
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The use efaaaei-:sment techniques based upon BRLTa;'sUCh as that used in

MAUD, effectively carries out relativd Scaling simultaneously with the as-

aessment of value-wise importance of each dimension; In this case, one doea

not need y.o cOnaider separate techniques for relatiVe acaling. _The X values

assessed in EIRLT-based procedures axe suitable for direct Combination with

I-ttaled attribute valuesi_providing that the Ai values were assessed on the

same I-scales as_the attributes themselves: Howeveri*Me direct methods

for'asseasing value -Wia importances of dimension-a dc5 assume that the values

of the attributes on the dimensions are_fUlly relatively scaled. Procedures

attempting to accomplish such relative Scaling are discussed in Humphreys

(1977, section 4.2) but are rather complex:and not currently available in

MAUD.

3.6 EVaIuation of Algorithms far Composition-RtileS
from Level 2a to-Le-ValI

.

In applications of MAUT, a single algorithm is usually employed to im-

plement the mapping rule between level 2a and level 2 and to implement the

composition rules between level 2.and level 1. Fibber (1974a,b) classified

these algorithms into two principal groups: algorithms making use of client-

explicated parameter values,. in which the decision analyst_has to ask the

decision taker directly or indirectly for all parameter values, and algorithms

making use of ooserver-derived parameters, usually with the help of multi-

variate statistical analyses. MAUD uses exclusively client -explicated

parameter valueS, and only algorithms making_use of such parameters are ex-

amined here.12 The input to each algorithm is assumed to be scaled attribute

values gi(xij) and the output to be the Utilities of the outcomesui. The

notation is that presented in Section 3;4.

3;6;1 Additive Rule: BPLT-BasedASSessment Methods

This algorithm uses the additive_comppsition rule Under risky choice

deadribed in section 3.6 and is the algorithm used by MAUD. The attribute

values gi(xi4) input to the prOCedures must be scaled on Iscales (section

3.5.1). Valiid-WiSe importance weights; relative scaling factors, and: the

fi to Ui corrections are determined simultaneously in compound form by the

BRIT -based procedure. Early examples of applications using this algorithm

are the following: evaluation ofhypothetical compact cars (Fischer, 1972b);

eValuation -Of-Apartments by Students_ (von Winterfeldt & Edwards; 1973a); and

the evaluation of cinema films (Humphreys & Humphreys; 1975). In each of

these -applications, algorithms using the ERLT-based procedir:e were found to

be at least as good or better than 'algorithms in prediCting holistic evalua-

tion of outcomes:

This algorithm forms the basis ror the assessment of value-wise impor-:

tance weights within MAUD; .0n theoretical grounda, this technique is

prefdrablto simpler rankiv_and direct rating techniques; such as those

discussed in section 3.6.3 and Edwards' {1977) SMART technique because the

12-
set Huber; 1974a,b, and Humphreys; 1977 (section 5.2) for calculations of

algorithms making use of observer-derived parameter Valuea.
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latter do not compensate properly for relative scaling faCtOrS and thus are

vulnerable to.distortIon of assessed weights due to use in inappropriate

anchors and scales_by)thedediSiOn Maker; Despite this, Raiffa's (1969)

original BRLT-baSed method is little used because it requires a large ht

of complex tradeOffs to be made between- both abstract quantities (Knepp-

reth et "al., 19783_. _The procedure used within MAUD is computationally much

more sophisticated than Raiffa's but provides a much Simpler and Shorter

presentation to the us4- and requires much fewer and simpler assessments.

In fade, within a preference structurecomprising N attribute dimensions,

the decision maker has_to make only N71simple indifference judgments,

fewer ratings than with any other technique, direct or-indirect.

MAUD uses its computational to-construct a Streatained.set of BRLTs,

each comparing tradeoffS on only two dimensions but organized within a

hierarchicalfree structure formed through a clUster analysis of atttibute

dimerleions; A minimum information transfer algorithth is applied within the

I- scaled decomposed preference matrix to construct arCiuster fusion tree _

with two branches at each node. The tree underlying the BRLTs presented in

the demonstration session reproduced in section 2 possesses the .structure

shown in Figure 2;

Figure 2. Hierarchical fusion tree for attributesreptegentel. in thei

deComposed preference structure illustrated in section-2.

trete. Tne (nondeleted) attribute dimensions fUSed in this

structure were:

1. Pick up situation ... to ... Established couples.

2; With better jokes to -:... With bOring jokes;

4. Uninterrupted slogan to Interrupted slogan.

7. InWOlVing... to... Not involliing.
S. Appealing, to boys to ... Appealing to boys and

girls.

-The BRLT technique is used at'each of the N-1 nodes in the N-attribute

fusion tree to compare the,--sUbsets of dimensions, connected at that no3e.

Computation of A values for each dimension on the basis of the lottery re=

sults is then analOgOUS to the computationOf probabilities of terminal

events in a detision tree: Many possible trees can be formed to link a set

, of attribute dimensions. In theoretical terms, all are equally suitable,_

but it is desirable to construct a tree in such a way that it minimizes the

effect Of any violations of value-wise independence
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The clustering procedure used by MAUD clusters first, those dimensions,

Or sets of dimensions, that are most highlyasSociated;_ This clustering
procedure possesses two Merits; First, in any node, the_set of dimensions
being compared are more highly associated than any possible combinations of

dimensions that have not yet_been considered. Thithelpt to generate stereo-

type items that_seem realittic to people: Second, the requirement of weak

conditional utility independence is optimized; It 45 important to insure

value -wise independence between branches_connected at\the top of the tree;

because incorrect estimates of X here Will Affedt the kcalculations for

many more dimensions than will incorrect X estimates forbranches connected

lower down. Note that at one moves up the cluster nier.rchy, the degree of

association between the sets of dimensions clusterd'at node decreases;

thus, hopefully, the lotteries estimating X.weights, involving larger numbers

of diMensions have thelteetet thence of meeting the value-wiseindependence

assumptiOn. The structure of the tree is not visible tothe\uter but is

used to direct the sequence of the BRLTs presented by MAUD tosthe user and

the conversion of the probabilities thtt elicited from him-or her into the

relative inportance (X) values And the preference (holistic_ utility) value§

of items under considerations The following example describes the construe- '

tion of the sequence.of BRLTs illustrated in the session with MAUD described

in section 2.

Consider the first BRLT constructed. This example contrasted attribute

dimensions 1 and 2 by constructing threettereotype alternatives defined in

terms of their extreme positions bh the two-attribute dimension.

Alterri tive I

A cola ad.
which scores as

-.'high as the best
alternative (Fish
and Chip Shop) on
attribute dimension
1 .'with better jokes)

AND

which scores as
high as the best
alternative (Fish
and Chip Shop) on
attribute dimension
2 (pickup situation).

Alternative

AltertatiVe'II

-A cola ad.
-which scores as
hip as the best
alternative (Fish
and Chip Shop) on
attribute dimension
1 (with better jokes)

BUT

which scores as
lOw as the. worst
alternative_
(Bermuda) on
attribute dimension
2 (establithed
couples)

'Alternative III

A cola ad;
which scores as
low as the.worst
alternative
(Be rmtda) on
attribute dimension
2 (with boring jokes)

AND

which scores at
low as the worst
alternative
(Bermuda) on
attribute dimension
2 (established
couples).

I is-a best cola ad ttereotype, anchored at the point at

which the best alternAtiVe Within the set under consideration scores,On each

of the two dimensions:

Alternative III is a-/worst cola ad
which the worst alternative within the set

stereotype, anchored at the point at
under contideration scores on each
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of the two dimensions. NOte that in thiS example Fish and Chip Shop hap-

pened to be best on each of dimensions ) and 2, and Bermuda happened'to be

worst on each of dimensions 1 and 2, .If this had not occurred (if,-e.g.,

Patty had seared best ohdiMenSiOn 2; and Hair worst) ,'then these other-

alternaiiveswould have been usedas anchors on dimenSibt 2 instead.

Alternative II is a compromise alternative; anchored--it.)the bett point

On dimension 1 but at the worst point on dimension 2..

_ _Now suppose you had to choose between two options; Oneioption A,
---,

guarantees your compromise alternatiVe II for sure, and the othet, option

B; gives you a chance of getting best aIternatiet I, with probability pi

or'worst alternative III; with probability (1-p), as shown fh Figure 3.

Option A

(sure thing)

AlternatiVe II
for sure

Option B

(gamble)

Alternatic

Alternative III

Figure 3. BRLT for attribute dimensions and 2.

It f011oWS 'from expected
utility theory that if a value p is fbUnd for

Whith you are indifferent between the option A and B, then the ratio of

p to (l -p) is the same as the ratio')ki toA2,_the value -wise importances of

the two_dimensionS._ (This result is due to FishbUrn: for its derivation,

See Rdiffe; 1969; pp; 35-6.)

MAUD uses,descendihg and
ascendingmethods of limits (starting with a

descending series) to find this indifferente point for the BRLT, as illus-

trated in section 2.10. In the example, this occurred where p = .75 and

(1-p) = ;25i hence_XL= .75 and A = .25, subject to the constraint

Al + A2 = 1._ Similarly; MAUD next constructed a BRLT for dimensions

4 and 7, yielding A4 = .15 and A7_= .85,\subject to the constraint

A4 + Aj= 1; The third BRLT was located at the node in thq>fUSiOn_tree

connected to dimensionS 4; 7; and 8; In order to avoid a§omplex stereotype

alternative involving a composite of diMensions 4 and 7i the diMensibh that

received the highest A weight wit-hi this pair, i.e., dimension 7, is chosen

as a delegate for this clUtter in th BRLT, yielding A7 = .55; A8 = .45,

subject to the constraint Al + A8

However; this constraint is not appropriate_here; the constraint that

should apply is A4 + = 1, and the A weights applied to the branches

have to berenomalized to take into account that attribute dimension 7, used

in the BRLT; oniy accounts for 0.7 of the value-wise_ importance to be as=

sighed to the branch consisting 5f a fusion of attribUteS 4 and 7, for which

it is the delegate.
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MAUD therefore makes the appropriate corrections before proceeding to
the next BR T,_ where the'results are similarly correcteu, and so on, until

all N-1 BRITS have been assessed and all N A values determined, under the

N

constraint E
1
X = 1.

The final version of the tree; with {uncorrected) assessments and in-
termediate delegates filled in, appears, for this example, in Figure 4;

,1
delegate for

(4+7+8)

delegate
-_for (4+7)

.45

.75

Figure 4. Final version of tree.

After the appropriate normalizations and corrections, the assessed A

Weights constructed from the data represented in this tree are as follows:

Xi = :026-

X2 = .079

.079

A .448

A
8

= .367

These A weights -are shown in the summary of the MAUD:session,:reprodUced in

section 2.10; together with the holistic utility values of alternatives com-

puted through their use in an additive MAUT composition rule

MultipliCatiVe Rule: BRIT-Based Assessment Procedure. This rUld and

its use is described in Keeney and_Raiffa (1976, chapter The multiplica-

tive rule is used in cases in Which theAlassessed by a BRIT-baed procedure

do not sum to 1 overallnattribute dimensions (i_= 1 to n). FrOm a con-

.

joint measurement standpoint, this use of a multiplicative rUle,iS a,pro-

cedural device to simplify computatiOn. Logarithmic transformation of both

sides of the equation are used for the multiplicative forms of the composition

rule according to which is most convenient to use, given the nature of the

= data find the decision-making situation. In situations in which the Tesult
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of obtaining a worst value on a particular attribute dimension is_so severe

that this worst value is not compensated by best values and on all other

attribute dimensions, theh one's best strategy is either (a) to use a mul-

tiplicative form Of the composition rule, which will delete all outcomes_

that possess such a value through multiplying them by zeroi or (b) to delete

all such outcomes as nonstarters before using an additive fOrt of the rule

in the evaluation of the remaining outcomes._, Strategy b is the strategy

recommended for use with MAUD; although a multiplicative procedure will_be

itplemented in future vertdonsOf MAUD to deal with residual problems where

marginality is still not satisfied (see section 3.4.3).

3. 3 Non -BRLT- Based AssessmentMe-till:4s

BRLT-based Methods; while theoretically optimal, have the disadvap'Lge

that, with the exception of the methods currently used in MAUD, they require

some extremely complex assessMentS'from the user. In order to compute a set

of A weights;_ either a large number of simple lotterieS or a smaller number

of_increasingly complex cries areusually
employed; requiring the user to

hOld in his or her mind descriptions of quite complex stereotype items and

make accurate comparisons hetWeeh them; If n_is greater than 5 or 6, the

procedure becomes unwieldy, and the user usually begins to complaip of

formation overload when required to make comparisons; In view of this prob-

lem;some alternative procedUret considered by decision analysts are dis-

cussed below. They are theoretically suboptimal, usually adopted for their

ease of use. They are not employed in MAUD, however, where we took the al-

ternative route of improving the optimal procedure;

Compensation Me?- Rte. -d-; This algorithm uses the Composition rule under

riskless choice desCribed in section_ 3.3. It has been used by von_Winter-

ft-1dt and Edwards (1973a)-and
ASChenbrenner (1975), in both cases in the

evaluation of apartments by students under riskless choide. Vbh Winterfeldt

and Edwards described the method as a_ndireot rating procedure with impor7

tance weights" derived from the unstandardized utility functions as described

by Sayeki.(197) in the fraMeWOrk Of additive conjoint measurement:"

is determined by observing how much

change Ohen values of their (hypo-

'changed_ from worst to best; Con-

.(0) to best (1) on dimension 1.

In this procedure; each Ali (=wigi)

the decision marker's holistic Uj ratings

theticaIY attributes on dimentibhe i are

sider the effect of switching from worst

According to the conjoint measurement

AF,
3.3

[

n

g( ij
y Xi:g(x)

i=2 i=2
1

where AFi_isthe change in the holistid rating of.outcome

tribute aimensions are siMilar.

]

:

ij
x) + X' (1)

model described in section 2.6;

]+ A' (0) a P
1

All other at-

Aschenbrenher's rsion of the_procedUre starts with attributes on all

diMensions at their orst value, and the decision maker is asked, if he or

she had the opportunity to Change only one attribute for its best level:

which one would he or she choose? He assumed that the attribute Chosen
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will be that which maximizes AF3.' The question_is_repeated until all attri-

butes have been changed to their best Levels and all dimensions ranked in

terms of their value-wise importanteS. The Piare then found through di-

rect rating of the importance ratios of the attributes.

,

AS with BRIT -based assessment_methods, the gi(Xii) input to the model

must be scaled on I-scales, and value -wise independence is assumed. However,

unlike algorithms employing BRLT-based assessment techniques, thig algorithm

is not appropriate for use under risky choidev_because fi to ui corrections

(hi) are not determined. _Von Winterfeldt andEdwards_ (1973a) found the com7

pensation method to be inferior to a BRLT-based assessment method but superior

to a direct rating methocL

Direct Rating Method. In typical applications using the direct rating

method, the valuewiSe importance weights (fii) are assessed by asking the

decision maker for direct ratings. Formally; algorithms making use of this

procedure require also the use of a relatiVe scaling procedure to estimate

values of qi (section 3.4.4), because under the riskless choice_fi(xij)_=

w.q[g(x.,)]. However, in most applications of MAUT in -which direct rating
I i

techniques have been used; the qi have not_been assessed. Such applications

have included college admiSsions (Khlar, 1969), evaluation of medical care

research proposals (Gustaften etal;; 1971); evaluation of military tactics

(Turban& Meteraky; 1971); and others reviewed by HUber (1974a). Technically,

the additive models used an these applications areincoherent; because values

Offi(xij) or ui(xii) cannot_be assessedjn the absence of values of qi.

,,Howeveri they can be made coherent by adding the constant scaling assumption

qi = 1 (i = 1 to n) And then applying an additive Composition rule.

The constant scaling assumption seems to be reasonable in many applica-

tions of MAUT,_because diredt rating models incorporating this assumption

have often performed quite well in'practice (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Huber,

1974a). As would be expectedi though, their predictions are inferior to

BRLT-based models (Fischer, 1972b; von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1973a). The

apparent efficiendy of these models is due in part to the fact that they

have been used in applications in which the constant scaling assumption is

rreasonable a priori. As a counteexample, consider the evaluation of pre-

prietary brands of sweets (outcomes) on the following attribute dimensions:

valuewise relatiVe
importan-ca scaling factor

1. Not tasty ... to ... tasty w1

2. Poisonous ... to not poisonous V72 q2

Direct rating of value-wise importancewould, for most peoplei yield

wi < w2 because preservation of life is moreimportant than having a nice

taste in your mouth. However, q1 >42i;because attributes of proprietary

brands of sweets range right along dimension 1 but are all squeezed together

at the preferred pole of dimension 2 When we consider the products

fi; we car) see that attribute values on dimension 1 will dominate

the analysis only if wl/W > q2/q1.
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Equal Weights Method. This Method is like the direct eating method

except that an additiOnal equal weights assumption wl = w...Wi... = wn is

made. Hence Value-wise importance_ weights need not be assessed. The re-

sulting model is that_ underlying
theLikertscale technique used in a vast

number of attitude and personality scaling applications (Edward-a; 1957

Dawes, 1972). respite the strong and arbitrary charatterof the equal

weights assumption, such models have been found quite efficient inMAUT

applications (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974); although inferior_to_a model using

a BRLT-based assessment method (Humphreys & Humphreys, 1975). Einhorn and

Hcgarth (1975) delineate the situations in Which equal weights methods can

always be improved by combining theffi with appropriate prior information.

Using ERLTs is_one way of gaining such prior information. One reason for

the apparent efficienCy of the equal- weights model may bei.tho demonstrated

insensitivity of additive model_compositions to variations in the wi values

(von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1973b).

MAUD can provide an equal weight option that allows a user to examine_

his or her preference structure and the computed holistic utility values of

alternative items within this structure before (and without) having to make

any assessments Within a A-Weight estimating. procedure.' This option is con-

venient but can lead to misleading results_ when assumptions relative to scal-

ing and equal weights are infringed. It should therefore be Used with caution.
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

MAUD is written in BASIC for the IBM 5110 system, using the display

screen for input and output.

Screen 4an2*U14tdon on the IBM 5110

The screen_is treated as a record I/O file. It is opened using the de-

vice number '002';

e.g., 0075 OPENFILE FL5, '002',ALL

where ALL Specifies both read and write operations.

The system allows manipulation of the top 14 lines of the screen; with

a maximum of 64 characters per fide. Data can be written on the screen using

WR/TEFILE or REWRITEFILE statements and read using the READ statement. When

addressing the screen, thefirtt Character position and the _length of the

I/O string both haVe to be Specified; When necessary, the final position of

the pointer can also be specified;
.

e.g.., 0225 WRITEFILE USING 130,FL5;'Title for this session'

0130 FORM POS129,C254P0#54 _
0140 READFILE USING 150iF1,5,T77
0150 FORM POS154,C60.

The Internal Layout of MAUD

MAUD comprises three programs:

MAUD--is the main program. It eliditt choice alternatives and attri-

bute dimensionS. itwalsochecks ratings of altet-

ndtiVet on,dimensions and elicits ideal points oh each dimension.

BRLT--computes lotteries for assessing value-wise importance of diten-

sions, computes preference values for choice alternatives; and

computes cluster correlation.

LOG--produces a hard -copy of the summary.

Data Files

MAUD has four data files:

Fl--stores titles and control values.
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F2--stores_a matrix containing the names of choice alternatives and

two otherMatrixes containing the names of poles of attribute

dimensions;

F3--stores control values;

'F4--stores data. The file is three records long;

Fl; F2, and F3 are sequential files. They can be accessed by using an OPEN

statement;

e.g.; OPEN FL1,'E80';4;.F1';INIOERR 6990.

FR is a record-oriented file. It is accessed by using the OPENFILE statement;

e.g., OPENFILE FL4WE80';7'F4';IN;IOERR 6990.

Details of File Storage-

Fl contains seven variables.

T$: title of the session (maximum 60 characters lung)

S$: generic name for all items under consideration in'singulat form

(maximum 30 chat-deter-8 long)

P$: generic name for all items in plural form (maximum 30 characters

long)

number of attribute dimensions (J--max

N1: number of choice alternatives (N1 8)
max

N2: number of successful mappings of attribute dimensions

(N2 = 8)
max

K2: error flag

-
F2 contains three matrixes.

A$: contains names bf choice alternatives (maximum 30 characters

each)

B$ and C$: contain poles of attribute dimensions (maximum 30 characters

each)

F3 holds seven matrixes.

H:

S:

Status codes for attribute dimensions negative if the dithensien

has been deleted)

standard deviatiOns of ratings on attribute dimensions
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B: positiOnS of ideal points on attribute dimensions

W: weights of attribute dimensiOnS

U: utility values for items (range between 0 '1, negative if not

yet, compUted)

L: lists of branehet Of nodes in utility hierarchy

Y. sums of ratings on attribute dimensions

F4 holds three records consisting of a single matrix each.

Z (record 1): stores the ratings Of choice alternatives_on each attri-

bute dimension (values are between 1 and 9)

X (record 2): stores the value of each choice alternative on each at-

tribute dimension

R (recetd 3): stores the correlation coeffiCient between attribute

dimensions

Details anMAUD

MODULE 1:

LineS 195-795: Parameter used (which counts the number of Choice -al-

ternatives under Consideration, Hlmax = 8).

This module deals with input of title (T$)-generic name:
in singular form JS$) and plural (P$); and choice alter-

natives_ (A$(1)- -Where I is an index between 1 and N1).

Line520 checkS that NI is <= to 8,.

Finally the module displays all the Cheice alternatives

entered by the 'user.

* End of module.

MODULE 2:

Lines 800-1165: Parameter used - NI:
ThiS module deals with changes (if any) in choice alternatives.

Lines 880-990_change the nave Of a choice alternative.

Lines 99571095 delete a choice alternative.
LineS 1100-1165 add a choice alternative to the list:.

* End of module.

MODULE 3:

Lines 1170-1820! Parameter used 4 J (which counts the number of attribute

.dimensions, max 20)

This module deals w oith elicitation of attribute dimensions
_

poles (stored in E.$(J) and CS(J)--where J is the index

of each attribute dimension):
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MODULE 3 (continued) :

At line 1270, the module calls a subroutine:_ RANDOM TRIAD

GENERATOR (lines 5375-5420), which randomly picks out

triads Of choice alternatives and stores their indexes

in a G array (G(I),I=1 to 3).

Lines 128571320 present those three alternatives and

stores them in an X$ array (X$(1), I =1 to 3):

LihoS 1580-1820 elicit the attribute diMgnsion. Each di-

mension consists Of two poles, i;e:, B$(J) and C$(J).

* End of modUle.

MODULE 4:

Lines i830 -2200: Parameter§ used NI and J.
ThiS module elicits values of Z(1,J)7-betWeen 1 and 9,

where I is the index of each choice aIternative-(I=1

to N1)andJ is the index of the current attribute

dimensieh being assessed.
* Ehd of module:

MODULE 5

Lines 2220-2525: Parameters used -* J and H(J).
This module allows the user to make alterationsby either

changing`tha ratings or canceling the scale altogether:

ChahgeS are dealt with by a subroutine: CHANGE RATINGS

(lines 8270-8410),_
Changing the scale will take the user back to the previous

module.
Canceling the scale will thu user back to MODULE 3;

the status, H(J) is assigned the value -299._

If there is no alteration to be made. H(J)- remains 0 and

the program carries on to the next module.

* End of module.

MODULE 6:

Lines 2530-2895: Parameter used
This .moduft blititS ideal points for each attribUte di-

meriSieh J with poles BS(J) and C$(J). The value of the

ideal point is storedih R(J)- -where the range of the

scale is between 1 and 9.
End of module.

MODULE 7:

Lities 2920-2933: ParameterS USed J and H(J). _

ThiS module allows the user to change the ratings of the

ideal point (B(J)) or cancel the entire scale.

Changes are dealt with by the subroutine: CHANGE RATINGS(

(lines 8270-8410).
Changing _the rating will take the user back to the previipti

module.
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MODULE 7 (continued) :

Canceling the scale will take the user_back_to MODULE 3;

the status, H(J) is assigned the value -299.
* End of module.

MODULE- -8:

Lines 3080-3190: parameters used 4- N1 And J.
ValUes Of X(I;J) are computed i.e.; values of each ChdiCe-

alternative (I=1 to N1) on the current attribute dimen-

sion being__ assessed.
LinCS 3140-3185 adjust the scale such that the worst

value=0 and the best value =l.
If there is very little variation (i.e.; < .5) between

all values of X(I,J),the program will pass on to the

next tedUle; otherwise it will proceed to MODULE 10.

* End of module.

MODUT.F 9:

Lines 3200-3390: Paramters used J and_H(J).
This module becomes active when there is < ;5 difference

between all values of Y.(1,0'). It allows the user to

do One Of the following three operations:

- change the values of Z(I;0')
ThiS will take the user back to MODULE 4.

- change the value of B(J).
This will take the user ba-7.1 to MODULE 6.

- change nothing.
The_status, H(J) is set to -99 and the program pro-
seeds to MODULE II;

* End of module.

MODULE 10:

c..

tittles 2395-4040: Fa:7ameters used N1,J,N(J),N2, and Kl.
The variance; S(J) is computed and the current status,

,H(J); is set to 1.
If N2 is <2, the program will bypass the of the module

and -pass on to the next rrndule.
Line 3515 computes the value of R(M,J), where_ M is an indek

between 1 and J-1, and J is the index of the current
attribute dimension, which at thiS stage must be > 2.

If the current R(M;J) is <.866; the next value R(M+1,J)

is computed; When all values of R(M,J) have been Ste-
cessfully computed, the program passes on to the next

module.
For each R(M,J) whiCh has a value > ;866i the following

process ds activated:
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LineS 3530-3745 check with the user whether tr not a change

is required. If the response is negative the program

will increment M by 1 and compute the next value of

R(M,J).
If the response is affirmative (i.e., the two attribute

dimensions being analyzed have similar meaning), the

following SUbtOdule is activated:
LineS 3755-4040conduct a constructivist Solution: KI is

incremented by 1 (K1 is a count for the number of attri-

bute'dimensionS. Klux =_20);
The current status, FIW is set to -M, H(M) is set to -J,

and N2 is decreased by 2.
A new attribute dimension is created, and the poles are

stored in 13$(J) and C$(J);
The program goes back to MODULE 4.
* End of module

MODULE IL:

Lines 4045-4160: Parameter used -0- N2.

If N2 is 2i the program Will bypasS the rest of the module

and go_back to MODULE 3:

ThiS module gives the user the option of viewing a summary

of progress to date by chaining to LOG;

if no Summary is required, the program passes on to the

next modUle;
* End Of module;

MODULE-12_:

Lines 4165-4495: Parameter used -0- J.
This module alloWS the user to add another dimension to

the list. J is incremented by 1 (Jrnax = 20) , and the

program goes back to MODULE 4.

If the user does not wish to Carryout this process, the

program passes Oh to the next module.

End of module;

MODULE 13:

Lines 4500-4630: Parameter used -t N2:
If N2 is <2i the program bypasses the rest of the module

and goes back to MODULE 3;

The module allows the user to elicit another dimension

this process is carried out by going back to MODULE 3.

If the response is negative, the program will pass on

to the .next m6dule;
* End Of module.

MODULE 14-:

Lines 4640-4740: ThiS module allows the user to investigate preferences

between alternatives, i.e., U Values;.

The program will chain to EPLT;
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MCDUbE 14 (continued).:

If this process is not required; the user will_have the

option of saving the data for future use.__Thi$ uses

the subroutine: FILE DATA (lines 5426-5500y;

* End of :i.odule.

END OF MAUD

Subroutines in MAUD

RANDOM TRIAD GENERATOR (lines' 5375 -5420)

ThiS subroutine generates three different numbers between 1 and N1

and stores those numbers in a G array.

FILE DATA (lineS 5426-5500)

This subroutine files data in FL1,FL2; FL3, a d FL4. (For more

information on fili? storage, see "Details of file storage," p. 52:

DISPLAY ALTERNATIVES (lines 7680-7715)

This subrolitihe displays choice alternatives between 1 and Nl.

CHECK NUMERIC INPUT (lines 7906-7970)

ThiS tdbrOUtine checks that numeric input is within range.
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM LISTING OF MAUD

0010 REM
0015 REM *** * ** *MAUL **K***********
0020 REM
0024 REM
0025 USE T$60.;_5530P$30
0030 USE Cji;NIN2.;.g2,S1
0035 USE A$60(20);B$60(20),C$60(20)
0040 USE Z(20,20).;X(2.0;20);R(20,20)
0045 USE H(20),S(20);BC20liW(20),U(20),L(20)jY(20);V(20)
0050 DIM 2$64,Y$64,X$64A464E464
0051 FORM POS1,C
0052 FORM POS65,C
0053 FORM POS129,C
0054 FORM PO5193,C
0055 FORM R05257;C
0056 FORM P0S321;C
0057 FORM POS385X
0058 FORM ROS'l9;C
0059 FORM P0S513,C
0060 FORM POS577,C
0061 FORM POS641,C
0062 FORM POS705,C
0063 FORM ROS769,C
0064 FORM POS833C
0068 FORM POSP;_C
0069 FORM POS895iCI
0075 OPEN FILE FL5;'002';ALL
0076 S1 =20
0077 REM ***ii-r,-,404.ikii.S1. IS MAX NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES 4****;******i41;

0078 S8=4
0079 59,78_
0080 REM.32 AND 39 ARE MIN AND MAX NUMBER OF ALTERNATIVES 444i****

0081 P9 =1
0022 REM ------PRINTER ON CODE******
0094 zs=.p!?ese type YES; or NO'

085 1$,='
Es=' Press EXECUTE to proceed'

:2P0
591
!:J92
0:97 (3,ISUB

IF 4".=.1 1:70TO 4995
IF 7.=2 GOTO 5300
IF C:-= 3070 5215

PF:747 GiAnt to use material already on file.;

0104 IF 07-='YES' GOTO 6000
0105 IF c,1:1' GOTO 109
0106 PRINT
0107 PRINT_
0108 GOTO _102
0109 PRINT
0113 REM 014 INITIALISE 00t1

0114 31.1:'UB 8000
0115 N1=0
0120 N7=-0
0125 MAT Z=(0)
U130 MAT X=(Q)
01372 hAT R=(0)
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0400 Q4='can be WhaieVer Vuu_ like so tong as YOU know what you

0401 REURITEFILE USING 54,FL5;GI4
0402 REURITEFILE USING 55,FL5,.itiOan. You should put

0403 PEWRITEFILE USING 404,FL5,P$,'Which are available now,'

0404 FORM P05281,C16,X,C
0405 Q474as_well as others that you want to think about.'
0406 REURITEFILE USING 56,FL5,Q$_
0407 REURITEFILE USING 58_,FL5'Keep the description of each

0408 REURITEFILE USING 409;FL5;S$
0409 FORM POS478,C
0410 REURITEFILE USING 59,FL5,sh6rt; type just one or two words.

0411 REURITEFILE USING 61,FL5,E4
0412 READFILE USING 69,FL5,0$
0413 GOSUB 8000
0419 REURITEFILE USING 420,FL5,'Please Type in the name of .a',S$

0420 FORM POS129,C29.;_X,C30
0425' REURITEFILE USING 4311;FLE6'you want to consider

0430 FORM P05193,C30
04:5:j Ni=N1+1
0440 REURITEFILE USING 445,%5,'Its name is
0445 FORM POS321,C11,POS333
0450 READFILE,USING 455,FL5,A4(N1)
0455 FORM_P05333,C30
0460 GOSUB 8000
0465 IF N1=S8 GOT0_505
0475 REURITEFILE USING 480;FL5,'Now the next*,S

0480 FORM POS129,C15,X,C30
0485 REURITEFILE USING 490,FC5;'you want to consider*

0490 FORM POS193,C20
050D GOTO 435
0505 GOSUB 8000
0520 IF NI ;S9 GOTO 550

.

0525 REURITEFILE USING 530,FL5,'You have considered the

CSSO FORM PCS65_,_C25;POS90
5555 REURITEFILE

USING_540,FL5,'maximum number of',PS

0540 FORM PCS90,C17,X,C30
GOTH 675

f:5!0 REURITEFILE USING 555,FL5,.Is there another ',SS

0555 FORM PCSI2q,C17,C30
REWRITEF/LE USING 565,L:, 'you want tv consider?'

565 FORM_PCS:=7.020,PC";2:y
i0 PEADFILE _ :SING

P.2 POSZ:77;C30
IF aa= GCTO 625

RE'..:R.17:7ILS USING 445,FL5,Its name IS
READFIE USING 455,P.5,A3(N1)

6520 GOTO 505
0625 GOTO 66('
030 REWRITEFILE USIOU 365,FL5:Zs
0635 REAOFILE_USING 375,FL5,C)

-0640 GOSU0_8000.
0,655 GOTO 590
36ou GOSUB eon
0675 REURfTEFILL USING 630,FL5.P2;'under consideration'

,00 FORM PO512.10,E18.X;C50
5 P=129

06Y _GOSUB 7600
0745.P=P+12P
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075D
0755
0760

P1=P+34
REURITEFILE USING 760,FL5,'Do you want to change
FORM_POSP:C33:,_POSP1

anYthing

0765 READF1LE_OSING 770;FL5;Q$
0770 FORM POSP1.C30
0773 GOSUD 8000
0775 IF Q$ ='YES' GOTO 800
0780 IF U$ 'NO' GOTO 1170
0785 REURITEFILE USING 365,FL5,Z$
0790 READFILE USING 375,FL5,Q$
0795 GOTO 775
0800 REM 111014 USER_UANTS TO CHANGE SOMETHINGtitiO
0805 REURITEFILE USING 54,,FL5_;-flo_You Wiant to
0615 REURITEFILE USING 820.FL5,*(1) Change the name of a ',S$

0820 FORM POS321,X5,C22,X,C30
0025 REURITEFILE USING 830,FL5,*(2) RemoVe 6.;S$
0030 FORM PO5385,X5,C13,X,C30
0035 REURITCFILE USING 840,FL5,*(3) Add a-S$
09t:. FOPM PO9,99,X5,C10,X,C30
0042 Q$='Please_type_in 2,or 3
0845 REURITEFILE USING_90:,_FL5;0$
0050 FORM POS577,C27,POS605
0052 P=1
0055 READFILE USING 136,rLs,Q1-
0660 FORM POS605,C1
006r GOSUV 8000
0880 REM Otitt CHANGE A NAME 404
0625 IF_Q$1:__GOTO 995
0886 GOSU0_7680
0007 P=P+128 -

REURITEFILE USING 695;FL5;.Uhat is the number of the ',S$

0995 7ORM POSH,C25,C30
P=P+64
P1=P+20
FEWRITEFILE USING 905,FL5,'y u want to change?'
FORM_P0SC19,POSRI

'L-3P3r=:14-77.'j
=P+.12

6SING_975,FL5;"Neu name
PCS:,E12,POSP1

98'
o

= === AN ITEM 00:1
1100

5D&CI.4_7=1)

7EWPITEF:'_E USING 89:-..,Flf5;.Uhat is' the' dumber of tte

P=F+64
1(2 P1=P-l9

RLWRIIEFIL.E USING 1020,FL5,.yeu want to remove"...
FUeM P.277.1;',0051.1
G0': ON 7,6q

1070 IF_I=OI GOTO_I0 0
1075 FUR J=1 TO N1-I

(,1(.1).n.1!:141:
NrXT J
1,11-,N1-1

CD

?'



1095 GOTO 660
1100 REM 41041-101-14 ADD AN ITEM Ohtititilth
1105 IF GOTO 755
1106 IF N1=S9 GOTO 525
-1107 GOSUD 7480
1108 P=P+128
1I1D NI=N1+1
;115 IF NI%S9 GOTO 525
1120 REWRITEFILZ_USING II25JrC5,'Please type -the :'-ame o. t'e ';S$
1125 FORM POSP,C28.030
1127 P=P+64
1130 REWRITEFILE USING 1135,FL5,*job you
1135 FORM POSP,C
1140 N$=CHR(N1) .

1142 P=P+64
1143 P1=P+10
1145 REWRITEFICE USING IISO;FL5;!(';N$;*
1150 FORM POSP;Cl;X,C1.X.C1;POSP1
1155 REnDFILE USING 1160,FLS,A7,(N1)
1160 FORM POSP1,C30
1165 GOTO 660
1170 REM ****INTRODUCE METHOD OF DIFFERENCES*******
1171 J=0
1172 GOSUE 8000
1173 PRINT You a, e now_going to be asked about differences'
1174 PRINT !boetween ';P$;'. -Try to think about differences'
1175 PRINT 'which are import -ant to you_in_making your decision.'
1176 PRINT For instance, some people feel that certain ';PT.
1177 PRINT 'are INTERESTING while other ';P$;' are DORING,'
1178 PRINT and some ';P$;' are in between.'
1179 PRINT This is jAst one example and may not be relevant to
11E0 PRINT 'you. TheYt are no right or wrong answers. Even if'
II2I PRINT 'you are_not sure_that_ you are correct about an aspect'
11?2 PRINT 'tf A ';S$;', just work with what you imagine it-
1:Z3 PRINT 'Te be like.'
1:24 PRINT
!,25 PRINT

11S7, REWRITEF2L7 USING 64,FL5,E$
11::7 RE,I1DFILZ -2E:r4G 69,FL5,Q$
1:?= J=J+1
T="7,7 GOSHE, .nr,9
:225 C i3 1250
1.2:3 9E:.;FI:77E",Z=== USING_I2I5;FL5;'Attribute dimension storage

7:"==:F;C2R.POSI57 _ _
REQ:ITF7T_E USING 1225;FL5,'space full.
.7ORm PCE:f7,C30

12.7 GOSIY..4.

1245 GOTO 4635
3250 0$='Cen :-ou specify a way; in which one of these'
1256 REWRITEFILE USING.53,FL5;Q$
1270 GOSUP 5375
1275 REM_
1200 P=193
12.f?S FOR I=1 TO 3
3290 NT,=CHR(1)
1295 P=P+64
1500 E=G(I)
1305 RFWP11EF1LE I/510G 1310,FL5,'(',N2,')',A$(E)
1310 FORM POSPiC1,X,C2,X,C1,X,C30
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1320
1325
1330
1335
1337

X$(1)=A$(E)
NEXT I
Qt,='is different ft0M_Itle_other two (in a way
REWRITEFILE USING 59,FL5,Q$
Q$ =' -to -you now)? Ptease answer YES or
REWRITEFILE USING 1340,FL5;Q$

that matters'

NO

1314(1 EORM POS577,C55,POS633
1345 READFICE_USING 1350,FL5,Q$
1350 FORM_POS633,C
1355 RE(7RITEFILE_USING_64;FL5,Y$
1360 IF Ci'NEr. GOTO 1305
1365 FOR I=1 TO 16
1370 PRINT
1375 NEXT I
1380 GOTO 1250
1385 IF O$='YES' GOTO 1410
1390 REWRITEFILE USING 365,FL5,2$
1395 REWRITEFILE USING 1400,FL5,Y$
1400 FORM P0S513,C63
1405 GOTO 1325
1410 REWRITEFILE USING_I415,FL5,'What is the number heit tri the

1415 FORM P0S641,C32,POS673
1420 REWRITEFILE USING 1425,FC5;5$
1425 FORM_POS673,C_
1430 REWRITEFILE USING 1435,FL5,S$,'that differs ?'

1435 FORM POS:705iC16,POS721
1440 READFILE USING /445;FL5,C$
1445 FORM P0S721;C
1450 Q$=STR(C$,1,1)
1452 IF GOTO 1465
1455 IF Q$>'3' GOTO 1465
1457 0 =NUMS0s)
1460 GOT0_149 0
4,n5 REURITEF7LE USING 1470,FL5,'Please type 1 2 or 3'

FORM-PCL-i',9,C28,POS777
u75 PEADFILE_USING 11-80,FL5,C$

FORM P137 ,;7,C
_-=5 GOTO 145C,

OOSUB
said that' -._

=5C- FEW;;ITE7--ILZ USING 1510,FL5,O$;X$(1)
FORm.POS:,T :18,X,C

11-Lf FE:,;PITE7=_T. ;;SING 1.20,FLC,'is different from :'

FC.T,1 P=SI:=,C20

7] FOk 1=1 T: 3
IF I=5 5 1575

,e7L-0 IF C=1 SC'70 1565 .___
PEUPITEFIL.1 USING 1550,_Ft5,X$(1),*and'
FT/PM POS1',7,C30,C4,P03237

:55t; -.C=1

1:1611 G010_1575
1565 MOC, 1570,FL5,X$(1)
1570 FORM P05237, 030
1575 NEXT 1

-three words, e.lch p teas,, describe'

F-LIPITEFIL;: US1NR 5a.;FL!..(11

(q$='hoL,.. lhvtp diiiii ttbri. each oth(., .*

155 REUR1TETILE U: 1r10 57,fL5A1
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160u !1FURITEF1LE USING 1605,FL5,'Firgt describe ',X$(D)
1605 FORM POS449,C15,C30
1610 REURITEFILE USING 1615,FL5,XS(D),'is
1615 FORM POSS13,C70,Xi-05,P05577
1620 RFADFILE 60,FL5,D$(J)
1630 REURITEflUr .%ING 61;FL5;'On the other hand,'
1640 C=0
164S FOR ;,1
1650 GL' 1690
1655 IF (..) 0016 1680,
1660 REW, USING 1665,FL5,X$(I);'and.
1665 FORM POSiJ5,C30,C4,POS739
1670 C=1
1675 GOTO 1690
1680 REWRITEFILE USING_1685if-L5;i$(1),'are
1685 FORM POS739,C.:5,C5
1690. NEXT I
1695 READFTLE USING 63,FL5,ET(J)
1703 RFURTTFFTLF NqTNG rczscnabI happ).

1710 FORM PO0033,C30,POSB63
1715 REURITEFILE USING 172,2,:-_1,'-ih;s ?'

1720 FURM_POS863;C20;P0S883
1725 READFILE_USINO_1730;FL5A$
1730 FORM POS083,_CIO _

735 IF U$ =' NO' GOTO 1760
1740 IF Q$='YES' GOTO 1825
1745 REWRITEFILE USING 365,FL0,Zt

READFILE USING 375 FL5,Q$
1755 GOTO 170:
1760 GOSUB 800
1775 REURITEFILE USING 1780,FL5,'Do you want to descrij-)e again'
I780 FORM_P05193;C30POS223
17,2.5 REUPTTEFILE USING_1790;FL5;'how',X$(D)
17'=0 FORM P011 :::,C3X,_C
i74'5 REURITEFI._E USING 1800,FL5,'dlIfers from the other two ?'
,.7_!0 FORM F'5.257,C30,POS287

READFI'_E 1810,FL5,WZ
::.11 FORM =DS:I.T,C
:iLt: IF O== = GOTO 1490
:12_2 IF 03= i.J1''_COTO 1197

= REM 4-."--===_ ,..APPY_WITH DESCRIPTION Ott0
RE'M #=== L:ICIT J-SCALED SCORES OF ITEMS ON CURRENT DIM titt

j.ff 6u now have a scale going f em
RE:.:7TSF:LE USING 51,FL5,Qc
°=65
GOSUP es,.2
REUR.Lir. USING 1957,FL5,'Is thi sca!, 0.1<?'

1957 FORm P:574:_;;C17,ROS787
I950 RE41DFICE_7SING 1959;FL5;Q$
1';59 FORM POS737,C10
1960 IF Q1='YES. GOTO 1970
1961 IF OT='NCC G640 1760
1967, REURITEFILE USING 1964;FL5;21,
1964 FORM ROS833,C25,P0S859
19t,5 READFILE USING 1966,FL5,Q$

FOPM P7,5F5r,',C10
19_67 GU:NJ J96U
1970 GOSNO 8000
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Q$='1t ShOUld_be Possible to give each

1974 REWRITEFILE_USING 1975,FL5..Q$,S$

1975 FORM POS1,C35-,C29
1900 Q$='a rating froiii 1_tt/ 9according to its poSition'

1985 REWRITEFILE USING 52;FC5;O$
1990 Q$=''on the scale'
1995 REURITEFILE USING 53,FL5;O$

2000 P=193
2005 GOSUB 8860
.2065 P=211
2080 FOR Y=1 TO NI
2085 P=P+64
2090 P1=P+44
2100 REWRITEFILE USING 2105;FL5;Y$
2105 FORM POSP,C46
2130 REWRITE-FILE USING

2135,FL3;_!Your rating of',A$(1),'it .

2135'FORM_POSP;C14,X,C24,C5,POSPI
2140
2145
2150
215;1
2155

READEILE_USING 2145,FL5,It
FORM POSPI,C2
Q$=STP(I$,I1I1

GOTO 2165
I:7 C11-:,'9' GOTO 2165

2157 2.!..T.J)=NUM(Q1)
2160 130'.9 22uG

2165 132=E1-64

2172 0!, type a number betwen 1 and 9'

2175 REU'ITLFILF_USING 2180,FL5,OT,
2180 EOM*, .20SP2.C.S6
2195 GOTO :::100
2200 Nc-XT-I
2210 P=P+64
2215 P1,=P+23
2220 REURITEFILE USING 2225,FL.5," r.atings OK ?'

2225 FORM_PSPX23,005P1
2220 READFILE_USING 2235,FL5,01,
2275 FORM PCSPI;C18

.7.

22-5
2251-REURITEFIwE

f2
:2:5

IF W5='SS'_GOTO2530
IF GOT0_225

.USING_2252;FL5,Z$
FORM POSE62,C26,POS890_
PS,IDFILE USING 2257,FC5;Q$

:ITT F2RM P0,27.C3
0077
PE" "-.1-INGS NOT OK Wx-**

G3F,..? C.:A
272 P1--0

22-5 GOTO 6270
2520 14(..1)=-1?',

2525 Gr.,TO 11E5

2530 REM wri-- ELICIT IDEAL POINT e***

2535 OCISUD Enao
2540 OT.=.Thining only ahOUt_the scale below, whai.position

2545 REWRITE:7'LE USING 51,FL5;n%
2550 Qi,=:_on the scaly would 'S.66 like most o;' all for'

2555 REORITEEILE 52,FL5,Qt

2560 REUPIIEF1LE USING 2565,F, 'an IDEAL ',Sq.

2565 FORH P0S129,C9,E40
2575 P=193
2t.7-50 GOSUIt
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2585 REWR1TFEILF USING 2590;FL5;'Your best possible value is

2590 FORM POS403,C29,POS433 _

2765 REAPFILE USING 2770,FL5,1$
2770 FORM POS433,C5
2775 Q$=STR(I$,1,1)
2795 IF Q$t'1' GOTO 2860
2800 SF .8$9_00TO 2860
2802 P(J)=NUMLQ$)
2805 REURITEFILE USING_2010;FL5;'Is this alright?
2810 FORM P00595 C17,P0S612_
2815 READFILE USING 2820,FL5;Q4
2820 FORM POS612,C10
2825 GOSUP 8000
283D IF Q$='YES' GOTO 3080
2035 IF Q$='NO' GOTO 2920
2840 REURITEFILE USING 2252,FL5,7$
2045 REURITEFILE USING 2850;FL5;Y$
2E350 FORM P00595;C46
2635 GGTO 2805
2860 REM ************************.**************
2865 REWRITEFILE USING 2870,FL5,Y$
2870 FORM POS403,C46
2875 0$='01.ease tYP.e. a number between 1 and 9'

2885 REURITEFILE USING 2890,FL5,Q$
2890 FORM POS533,C36
2895 60T0.2585
2920 REM ****RATINGS NOT 0,1<:******************
2925 GOSUP 8000
2930 P1=1
2933 GOTO 8270
3075 REM ****************************************
3080 REM - J TO I SCALE MAPPING
3085 GOSUB 8000
3100 D1=9-1 .(J1
3105 IF P(J)-5.01 GOTO 3115
3110 81=P(J)
3115 FUR .L=1 TO N1
3120 D2=7(I,J)-B(J)
3125 X.43..;;=D1-ABS(D2)'
3.130 NETt7 I
3135 RE,1 --*,...*********************************__
31140 4-DJOST SCALE SO THAT (WORST) =0 AND (PEST)=I

151
155 F3R :=1 TO N1

3160 IF Y!:,J):,XI GOTO 3170
3165 X1==.(:,J)
3170 IF Y(I,J):X2 GOTO 3100
3175 X2=x(I,J)
3180 NEXT I
3105 X2=X2-XI
3190 IF X2>,5 GOTO 5395
3195 REM 1.4i444k*v***********************ft********
3200 REM ALMOST NO RANGE ON I SCALE _ _

3205 REWRITEFILE USING 3210;FL5;'ThoVe seems to be very little'

3210 FORM 1-0865,C30,POS93
3215 kl-,RITFFILE UC1NC 3220,FL5,'variation in your Ricference'

3220 FORM POS95,C30
3:%20 1,.-WRITERILE USING 3250,FL5,'ordering of',P$
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3238 FORM P0S129.C12,X,C30;POS172
3235 REWRITEFILE USING 3240,FL5;'On this scale'

3240 EORH POS172,C15
3245 REURITEFILE USING

3250,FL5,'YeU have the choice of :'

3250 FORM_P0S257;C30
3255 REWRITEFILE USING__3260;FL5,'1)

Changing your ratings

3260 FORM POS389;C29_._POS418 _

3265 REWRITEFILE USING 3270;FL5;'this scale'
3270 FORM POS418,C30
3275 REWRITEFILE USING 328C;FL5;'2) Changing the idea( value'

328_0 FORM POS453,C30
3285 REWRITEFILE USING 3290,FL5.'3) Changing nothing'

3290 FORM_POS517.C30
3295 REWRITEEICE USING

3300,FL5,'P(eaSe type your choice.'

3300 FORM P05641;027;_r05668
3305 REWRITEFILE USING_3310;FL5,'1 ,2 or 3

3310 FORM POS668,C17;P05685_
3315 READFILE USING 3320.FL5.1$
3317 GOSUR 8000
3320 FORM ROS685,C5
3325 IF I$=!1' GOTO 1972
3330 IF IS=!2! GOTO 2540
3335 IF ISP.-13 GOTO 355 -9
3340 REURITEFILE USING 3345,FL5,Y$
3345 'FORM P08641.O63
3350 GOTO 3295
3355 REM *********444444,***!******1*****************
3360 REURITEFILE USING 3365;FL5;'OR'
3365 FORM FOS705;C2
2370 REWRITEFILE USING 64,FL5,'Prett EXI:CUlL to proceed'

3375 READFICE USING 3060,FL5,0$
3285 H(J)=-99_
3390 GOTO 4055 _
3395 REM *.COMPUTE VARIANCE IN PREFERENCE ORDERINGS***

740C
3505 FOP I=1 TD N1
2!10 XcI,)=(X(I,J)-X1)7X2
LI5 Y(J:J).X(I,J)
=;-20 ViJ1=VJ)+X(I,J)t2

CIE.'..

-3L30 S:.2,='NI*V(J)-Y(J)t2)/N1
-21-71 N:=

1*-= :LTC 4045

Y:iar", 7 WCUI CHECKING
7-',2r=-: TO J-1

.700
3L;80
34P5 HYr-.:::5 G0'0 3740
340 1=0
3493 FCP I=1 TO N1 _

3500 P1=-R1+(I,J)(IJI),
3505 NEXT I
3510 P1=(N1*P1-Y(J)),Y(M))/N1
3515 P!M,J)=P1/51:1R(S(J)xS,M))
3520 IF P(h;J).E1,6 GOTO 3740

3530 ELM 1.'"),P CHECV UrTii USED APUUT RATINGS ****
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3535 REURITEFILE USING
3540,FL5,'YOUr preferences for the

3540 FORM_POS65_;C30iPOS95_
3545 REURITEFILE_USING 3550,FL5,P$
3550 FORM POS95;C30____
3555 REURITEFILE USING_3560;FL5,1under consideration terms'

3560 FORM POS129,C29;POSI58 _ _

3565 REURITEFILE USING 3570;FL5,1of their ratings on the sLate'

3570 FORM POS15P,C30
3575 REWRI1EFILE USING 3580,FL5,1ranging from'JtS(M)

3580 FORM_POS19314,C30,POS237
3585 REURITEFILE USING 3590,FL5,'to',CS(M)
3590 FORM R0S237,C3;C30
3595 REURITEFILE USING__3600FL5,1seem

very much the same as

3600 FORM POS257,C28_,T08285
3605 REURITEFILE USING 3610;FL5;'your preferences for the

3610 FORM POS285,C31
3615 REWRITEFILE USING 3620,FL5,P$;'in terms of their rat.og

3620 FORM_POS321,C30,C30
3625 REURITEFILE USING 363e,FL5,'on the state ranging from

3630 FORM POS385;C28iPOS413
3635 REURITEFILE USING 3640,FL5,D$W)
3640 FORM POS413;G30__
3645 REURITEFILE USING_3650;FL5;.to',C$(J)
3650 FORM POS449,C4,C30 _

3655 REURITEFILE USING 3660,FL5,.Does this mean that these two'

3660 FORM POS513,C30,POS543
3665 RFURT1EFILE USING 3670,FL5,scatet moan simitar things'

3670 FORM_POS543;C30
3675 REWRITEFILE USING 3680,P-5,"to you 2'

3680 FORM P0S577_;C8;P05586
3685 READFILE US1N13 _3890;FLE;Q$
3690 FORM POS586,C10_
3700 IF Qt ='YES' GOTO 3755
3705 IFOS='NO GOTO 3730
7710 PEWRI7EFILE USING 365,FL5;Z$
3715 REURITEFILE USING 3720,FL5,Yt
7720 FORM P0S577,C63
7725 GOTO 7675
7730 REuPI7EF/LE USING 3735FL5,01:'
a731 REURI-71-FILE USING

64;_FL5;1PRESS EXECUTE TO PROCEED'

7732 READF:LE USING 69,FL5,03
7733 GOSUB E000
77:5 FORM CS 15.C2
:746

33TO
-_-755 FE --s w- t4r itif wir********Y*****ity*****f
7755 r,. * CONS1PUCTIVIST SOLUTION *4***

3757 GE-SUF( E-Joo
2760 H(J) = -h
3765 r12=N2-1
3770 1.11=4-1
3725 IF K1.:S1 6010 3600
3795 0070 1210
mloo Hkrix-J
3001 N2 =N2 -I
3910 M1=0
:74T,I r J1,0

2620 5. -1)
3825 FOR I=1 TO N1
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3830 M1=M1+Z(I,M)
3835 j1=j1+Z(I,J)
3840 62F62tZ(I,J)*Z(I,M)
3845 NEXT I
3850 R1-N14iS2-JI*MI
3855 Q$='0.K. Please-type in_aword (or phrase not more than
3860 REWKITEFILE USING 51,FL5A$__
3865 QS='three words) which has. the same meining as both'

3870 REWRITEFILE USING,52,FL5,0$
3900 REWRITErILE USING 3905',FL5,B$(M),'and'
3905 FORM POS129,O30,C4
3910 IF_RI50 GOTO 390
3915 REWRITEFILE USING 3920;FL5,82(J)
3920 FORM POS163,C30
3922 GOTO 3935
3930 REWRITEFILE USING 3920,EL5,C2(J)
,935 REWRITEFILE USING 3940,FL5,'Your new words(t) :

3940 FORM POS257,C20,POS321
3245 REAOFILE USING 3750,FL5,1$
395511 FORM_POS321C60
3955 Citi=Now__please_type in a word (or phrase of not more than
3960 REURITEFILE USING 59;FL5;Q$
3965 Q$='three wodO WhiCh_has_the same meaning as both'
3970 REWRITEFILE USING 60,FL5.,Q$
3975 REWRITEFILE USIG 3980,FL5,C2(M)
3980 FORM POS641,O30
3985 IF Rl<0 GOTO 4005
3990 REWRITEFILE USING 3995,FL5,'and',Mi)
3975 FORM PUS672,C3,C30
4000 GOTO 4010
4005 REWRITEFILE USING 3995J.L5,'and',11$(J)
4010 REURITEFILE USING_4015,FL5,'Your new word(s)
4015 FORM POS705,C20,OS769
4i)20 J=K1
,OS READILE USING 4030,FL5,C$(i)
30 FOR' FCE769,C60

GOT3 1E3::
FE- ....***************m-****i.,***),.*********

PE- - -- HD_SIMILAR MEANING PETWEEN
775 PE- --- -- 2 SCALES -OF SIMILAR RATINGS

PE7, :El' IF PERSON WANTS A SUMMARY*********
3U0 1195

-= :370 4065
,,

7u ;;;;='1.;,q:d you like to he reminded of he information you
7: PE:.:PITT=ILE USING 52,FL5,Q$

L(W) pat in .so far?'
40H5 PEQP:727.71LE USING_4090;FL5;Q$
4070 FOkM POS129;C19:,POSI50_ _
4110 READFILE USING 4115,FL5;Q$
4113 FORM PO5150,C10
4125 IF Gi'YES' GOTO 4140
4127 GOSUP 8000
4135 GOTO 4990
5140 IF GOTO 4745
1041 GOSUP 8000
4142 GOTU 4165
41145 REWR1TEF1LE USING 3,1"-3;EL5;2:1.
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- 4150 REWRITEFILE USING 4155;FL5;Y$
4155 FORM POS129,C63
4160 GOTO 4060
4165 REM *****DIRECT ENTRY OF DIMENSION POLES***********
4170 Q$='Can you think of, any other_way that the

4175 REWRITEFILE USING 4160,FL5,Q$,P$
4180 FORM PUS1X39,X,C25
4185 REWRITEFILE USING 4190,rL5,'differ frOm each other 7'

4190 FORM POS65,-,C24;POS90
4230 READFILE USING 4235,FL5ill$
4235 FORM P0S90,C10
4240 REWRITEFILE USING 64,FL5,Y$
4245 IF Q$='YES' GOTO 4275
4250 IF Q$=-NO' GOTO 4500
4255 REWRITEFILE USING 365,FL5,Z$
4260 REWRITEFILE USING 52,1L5,Y$
4270 GOTO 4165
4275 J=J+1
4320 IF JS1 GOTO 1210 .

4325 IP$='in not Moi-0 then thtee_word t:. each time, please det-,L1

4330 REWRITEFILE USING 54,FL5;8$
4335 Q$='how some of them differ from the others:'
4340 REWRITEFILE USING 55,FL5,8$
4355 REWRITEFILE USING, 4360,FL5,'Some
4360 FORM_POS305,C10,P08397
4365 READF/LE__USING_4370,FL5,D$(J)
4370 FORM P0S397,C52
4395 REWRITEFILE USING_4400,FL5,'Wheras others ate .'

4400 FORM P05449,C19,PO5469
4405 READFILE USING 4410,FLS,C1.(J)
4410 FORM P0E469,C44
4415 REWRITEFILE USING 4420,FL5,'Ara YOU reasonably happy with

4420 FORM POS577;t30,P08607
4425 REWRITEFILE USTNG 4430,FL5,'this desci-iption

4430 FORM_PDS6,07,C20_,P05627
1.435 READFILE USING 4440,FL5,8
,-,440 FORM !::::":5627,C
450 IF 01,='YES' GOTO 4455
-451 GOSUE. 3109
-4=L2 GOTO :ELS

IF Qi.'e;,) GOTO 4480
GORU8
GO70

USING 365,RL5,21'
USING 59;FL5,Y$

:,....-*...****o**44*-,iiie),,mN*-41,4***************.4

DS lien -> ADIIITIONAL WAY OF RATING SIM. AND RIFF.

IF N2.7 COTO 1195
4530 REWkITEFILr US1NG 4535,FL5,'Do you think yoU now'

4533 FORM_POS65,C26',POS91
4t;14 PELIPIIEFILIE USING 4545 , FL:T. , 'worked throunh enough of h

4543 FOP PO591_,C30
P71.1PlIFFILE UGINC 4555,FL,5;'main ways of describing'

4555 FORM 1 05129,C24,PO5153 _ _

41-;60 RFW:ITF7ILE USING if65,FLI_,'Similarities ant: differen

qt-Wo FUCr Pt!'.15-3,C,-;0

4370 PEUR.H.LI-ILE U5ItW, the',P$;'which YOU
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4575 FORM_POS193,C12,C30,C
4500 REWRITEFILE USING

4585,FLS,'ihink are importani

45E5 FORM P0S257_,C23_iP0S280
4E90 READFILE USING 4595,FL5,Q$
4595 FORM POS280,C
4605 I"' Q$='YES' GOTO 4635
4610 IF QWN0' GOTO 4615
4611 50SUb_80:00
4612 GOT0_1195
4615 REWRITEFILE U5ING 365,FL5;Z$
4620 REWRITEFILE USING 4625,FL5,Y$
4625 FORM POS257;C63
'4630 GOTO 4580
4635 REM *****46144***************** ..44,'******

4640 REWRITEFILE USING
4645,FL5;'Do vou want to investigate'

4645 FORM POS3E5,C27,POS412 _ _

4650 REWRITEFILE USING
4655,FL5,'your prof.,r,nces among the'

4655 FORM_POS41230
4660 REWRITEFILE USING

4665,FL5,PS,'on 11-.e basis of the

4665 FORM POS44.030_,_C20,PCS499
4670 REWRITEFILE USING 4675,h.5,'sinilai-ities'

4675 FORM POS499,C_____
468(1 REWRITEFILE

USING_4685,,=1-5,'and differences you have"

4685 FORM P0S513,L28,POS541 _
4690 REWIOTEFILE USING

4695,Ft5,'describ:d so far ?'

469 FM1M_P05541,C20,005561
4700 READFILE;USING 4705,FL5,Q
4705 FORM POS'56/,E
4715 IF Ql="YES'_00/0_4055
4720 IF 0$=*NO'_GOT0__4745
4725 REWRITEFILE USING 365FL5,Z$
4730 REWRITEFILE USING 4735,FL5,Y$
4735 FORM POS513,E63
4740 GOTO 4680
4745 RLri_*-....A.,cxm.****Mto*Fit****XY4i4(X0*Pkkil
1.746 FEUCITIFILE USING 61,FLS,"0;K. thai is all fvr

-,747

Cir-JS:7__E;30.0
PEU1-IEP2=E USING 475S,FL5 'Do Y u cunt to save at this'

=,2.5.1:C30_;TOS671
USING 4767:.;FL5,'ihformation

F3 '1 .:_=71,C15,POS6S6
4775;FL5MT

GOT° 4....110

_7*0
-79S
!4200 OIF 1= 0016 4n::0

480 kEPR17EFYLE USING
PEL,TTEFLE WANG 4015;FLS;r1.

41 +I5 Fer.M PC$641,C63
4C: Al GI,70 V7L.,0
4025 PHINT :D614 NOW FJLEP IN FILC_NHMLFR';32
40M) PRINT 'MAUD HAS NOW FIN1SHED;*

484ti STOP
Uc'r ii r r'

wHJIFFILL USING- n4. ;17( -5, El.

4160 kErac,=iLt USING 69;PL5,07.

441
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4065 COSUB 8000 --
4800 IF K2=-70_0010 4970
4005 REWRITEFILE USING_4090,FL5,'Do yov want to complete your:
4890 FORM POS65,C30,POS95
4695 REWRITEFILE USING 4900,FL5,'previeus (incomplete).
4900 FORM POS129,C22,POS151
4905 REWRITEFILE USING. 4910,FL5,'inuestigations of preferences'
4910 FORM POS151,C30
4915 REWRITEFILE USING 4920;FL5(rather than start again) ?'
4920 FORM_PH5193_,C29_,P6S222_
4925 READFILE_USING_4930,FL5;Q$
4930FORM POS222,C30_
4940 IF Q$='YES' GOTO 4900
4945 IF Q1='N0' GOTO 4970
4950 REWRITEFILE USING 365,FL5,Zd
4955 REWRITEFILE USING 54,FL5,Y$
4965 GOTO 4915
4970 REm_* Ics*****)*************************44***),*****
4973 K2O =
4905 CHAIN !E00',3
4990 CHAIN 'E00',2
4995 REM ***************4c***************x**********
5000 WRITEFILE USING 5005,FL5,'Pres.s EXECUTE to proceed'
5005 FORM POS449,C30,P00479
5010 READFII,E USING 5035,FL54$
5015 FORM_POS479;C
5020 FOR I =I TO 16
6025 PRINT__
5030 NEXT I
5115 IF H(J)=ti COTO 5125
5120 GOTO 4165
5125 J$=6,1-1R(J)
5150 REWRITEFILC USING 5155,FL5,'Do you want to rerate',P$
5155 Form P6265,C21,X,630
160 PE.17-EFZIE US1NO 5165,PLS,'on dimension

5145 FOR",- F-:E129;C15_,C2.-,C1_,POS150
t:170 USING_5t75;FL5;0$

C30
,:,:ju RE-

.
ICING 2360,FU5,Yi;

r3TO 4J05
IP 06TO 1835

USING 365,FL5,Z$
__E USING 5205,FL5,r1
-E9,663

.***. CMAINING_FPOM FTLOG **M*****4(****)(4
USING 5221,F:;5; Nero

523e C:=;.'
295

5300 REM CH6101NG FROM 6TLOG ****WM),*K***t".*
5305 WPIIEFILE USING 5225,FL5,'None'
5370 001O 220

REm'******m-***h*****************
5300 REM 4)******y*, SUBROUTINE 4A,1,*********K
5385 PEN 0g;tfl9 RANDOM fPIAD GENERATOR 010011
5390 0(1)INT(N14,-END+1)
57'/5 11(.101(NI*POlii1)
5.400 IF G(1)=G(2) G010 5395

7 3.



5405 3(3)=INT(N1 *RND+1)
54?0 IF QM=6(3) COTO 5405
5415 117_3(_2) =3(3) GOTO 5403.

5420 RETURN
5425 REM ***of* SUDPOUTINE
5426 REM * * ** -FILE DATA i(44-cJi********

5427 GOSUD stop_
5429 PRINT 'FILE NUMBER FOR DATA?';

5430 INPUT S2
5431 S3=S2+1
5432 34=33+1
5433 S5=S4+1
5435 WRITEFILE
5437 OPEN_FLliEB0',52,"Fl;OUTiI0ERR

5990

5440 PUT FLI;T4 ;SS;P$,J,N1,N2;1:2
5445 CLOSE ELI,
5450 OPEN FL2,E80;33;.P2',OUT,I0ERR

5990

5455 :iAT PUT rt..2,AZ;EiSiC$

5460 CLOSE--FL2
5465 OPEN_FL3JE80',S4;F3',i0UT,I0ERR

5990/

5470 MAT PUT FL3"S,D,W,UjE;Y
54 75 CLOSE _FL3
5480 OPEN FILE EL4;E30',55,F4';0UT.RECL=3200,SECLIDERR

5990

5481 WRITEFILE EL4;MATZ
5402 WRITEF1LE FL4;MATX
5433 URITEFILE rL4;MATR
5490 CLUE FILE FL4

5000 RETURN
5500 Rom_ii****14.******11*Rx******4,**if**
5990 PRINT 'BAD FILE'

5995 PRINT REMPW.E FILESMCE AND IrE. -60 4790

',999 3TOP
000 REM DAIA FRDH-_FILE******

102 PRINT 'FiLr NUMBER FOR DAIA?.:

±.Jr.14 S3 =S271

OOSDE,.

C=7 FE: 7i cs,PT,J,N1;142;K2

7,_iqi.1,53,'F2',IN;10FRR
6990

o G;-'17,
.*OR0';S4;_',F3',)N,i0ERR 6990

mAT_GL7 FIA,H;S,P,W;U;L;Y
cunqr F; 7_

6,;55 OPEN_CILE FL4,'E.80',05;'F4C;10,JOC118

6056 READFIE FL4,MATZ
6057 REA_Dr1L: FL4;VATX
6050 REC,DFILF FL4,-.MAIR

6060 CLOSE FILE FELL__
6070 PRINT '1"0 YOU uran A SUmFirIPY OF THE MATERIAL ON riLe?.;

6080 INPUT DT
6690 ir n010 T;t1

61110 OU' u010
6120 rpit,.1
6130 PRINT

74



614D GOTO 6070 --
6150 CHAIN 'E00'2.-
6990 PRINT 'BAD FILE; . ABANDONED'

6995 STOP
7600 REM ***w.!'UDROUTINE*****DISPLAY ALTERNATIVES
7690 FOR 1=1 TO N1
7692 1$=CHR(I)
7695 P=P+64
7700 REURITEFILE USING 7705,FL5,'( ',It,' ',AS(I)

7705 FORM POSP,C2,C1C3;C30
7710 NEXT 1
7715 RETURN
7900 REM

s****4*SUBROUTINE**1**_CHECK NUMERIC INPUT IS IN RANGE

7910 READFILE USING 7915,FL5,C$
7915 FORM POSP1,C
7920 I5NUM(C$)
7925 IF I>N1 GOTO 7935
7930 IF I>0 GOTO 7970'

P,,Pt64
7937 I$=CHR(N1)
7940 Cl,='Please type a number between 1 and

794.5 REURITEFILE USING 7950;Ft5;Q$;IS
7250 FORM POSP,C36,C1,POSP1 -

7955 READFILS USING 7960,FLS,C
7960 FORM Pospi,t
7965 GOT0_7920
7970 RETURN
;3000 kLH 44;SUBROUTINEr4ivx**+iCLEAR SCREENikk.
8005 FOR I=1 TO 16
0010 PRINT
0020 NEXT I
S025 RETURN

(+EH RATINGS)ii,3i

-4275 PEU?.I7.-17:LE USING 51,FLS,'You can'
( 1 ) Cancel this scale and a[l ratings on it)*

iZ3S PEUF-1-:=TE USING, 53,FL5,Q$
n,:) 11 =' _ _(_2 ) Change your ratings on this Scale'

RE',,ST-T7ILE_USING S'I ;FLS,Q$

5 IF '_= 8310_
,71 ( 3 ) Ch-annk_the position of the ideal value'

17:5 kZ,-7717ILI: USING Sti;FL5;q$
:- would you like to do?'

TsF-=7-1.72-Z USING 57,FL5,QT.
_,TO e331

type in 1, 2, or 3

..

Ptease_tYPe in 1_, or 2 :'

ezz5 USING_13340;FL5,Q$
.=C-Z513,030;POS5U4_ _

0345 PEAT-'FILE LISIIlG 0350,FL5;QT
0350 FORM PJ.2:3544,clo
8355 IF 01.-'1' GOTO 9390
0360 IF GOTO 8390
0365 IF 01:-12e,P1=0 GOTO 8390
8367 GOSUP 8000
8370 IF 01;!1:. GOTO 0300
02,75 N(..0=-29)
G377 GOTO
031J0 IF 01.='2' GOTO 1972

75





0390
0392
P39t,
U.W7
0400
0405
0410
8060
8005
0900
P905
0910
0YIS
091'0
6925
00-:1)

0935
z;,oci

P945

GOTO
RLUL:I1LFILE USING 59,ILS,Y$
If PI 0 ODIO 8400

0 must choose one ut
GUIO E-6-:

tou must :haose_eiiher
REURIT! E USING 61,FL5;Q2
1i010.E10
OEM- ***v:40SUDPOUTINE****4,*1iISPLA1'
REWRITEFILE_USING 68,FL5,I7(J)
FOR 17-.1 IG S
P=P4-64
IS=CHR(I)
IF GOTO 0930
REUNITEFILE USINE
6010 0940
Pr*R11CFILE USINS !,;93 FL5,11.

FORM posr,uio
ocx7
P=P464
RLWrITLFILt_ 07,INC 0936,FL',,C (J)
REIUPN
S1OP

1, 2, or 3'

1 or 2

;-SE6LE*0.4,A



0010 REM
0020 REM 000 COG iNIO CHAINING WIIH COMMON USE AREA
0030 REM

17.-60;8130;01-30.
0060 USE E,J,N1,N:?,K2;51
0070 USE A$Z,0(20);B$60(20);CT60(20)
04(30 USE Z(20,20),X(20,2(i),R(20,20)
00';0. USE H(20),S(20),P(2('),W(20),U(20),L(20),Y(20)
0100 DIM OT60,X':160(3),1'60,Z4,60
0110 PIM F(20);G(20)
0140 REM 04#
0150 REM:.
'01-60

0170 '.7.1='Plp613-6 1ypi YES 00.

olao
0190 MTH 04:40
0210 PPINI FLP
0220 P11N1 FLp,'*g SUMMARY FOR ';71,;.-, ykii j1-'

030 rrINT rLP
0240 ITTIO1 ELP;X:P:;' UNIER CONSIDERHTION :

0260 IF.N11 OD-M.2120
0230 I UP I=I_TO NI
0300 11CIM(1)
0310 PPTN1 FLO,X1-;'(';1'.;') ';Aq,(1)
0320 IF u(1),:.5 onTo
030 F.LP,'PREFEr VALUE -.;
0340 P0101 UUINO 3:=11,r (I)

0'2.60 FEIN) v!.r
03/0 P21U1.1-LP

NLX1 I_ _

FLP
0 FLP ; IP ituTi= IIIMEr ON; w
.!0

.420 7 21,!0
70 J

';I.:1(t1); (1) TO

100 nun 620
7 CI =';P(M)

GOTO 650
GOTO 570

-?0,CMO

C,=%c!CL: AAA' DECAU:E Or SIOJLAPI11
1.11MCI(SION',H1;')'

O in
055'0

0620
0630
0-600

-06!,u

064 .0

0670

( 1 ,V-r.Emi,L.Ci r

(7:17!,

PLP,'(On V/11A03E IN PHI
pr*J.FL.P.'lqhgw.,luu).

pt,: T;-; LEO
IF.H00:.7.2o0 .r',0:10 6:30

UPii!T
11- 130
1r 710

rT_L(*J3v:

,ri:LNCE U"DERI(iG 1,14

044 INTO SCALE)'

111F/d, ')'

=

1-11:!



0690 PRINT USINF alA,FLP,u(m)
0690 PRINT FLF'
0700 C1010 770
0710 pRINI FLP,'(INEI;f1G6TION OF RIA.r.r7.VE IMPORTANCE';

0720 PPWT F[-E,'INUOmPLETF,'
0730 [TINT FLP
0740 NEXT M
070 PI:1NT FLP
0760 PHINT.FLP
0770- PRINT FLP;'kr[TINGS OF ':F1.; 311 ATT.11-,L!TE 11Mf" 01 1313

071 PRINT ELF
0010 PRINT FLP,STR(ST;1,9>[IP[1)(10);
0020 FOR 1=1 TO NI
0830 : 041:0

0940 PRINT 1330,EUP1;
nrJo flEX1 I

0960 PRINT FLA"
0070 PRINI F1,9;'ATIRII[UTE'
0m30 PRIN1 FE12'10111.0:Aurr
OH W FOR M=I Ifl

OY[.. M:b=MIRiM`
0910 FLP,'(';M;
[Y.20 FOP 1=1 TO 111

:01[.R4
PRINI ULOOF 970,FLP;7(1;M);

ur.,J0 OEXT_T__
UY4(i P11>1 1_CLF'
0970 IF 11(1))-90 G010 1110

0990 II H(1)=0 C1(,'[0 10.5.0

0490 ['PINT FLP,' W1LUL';
1000 F[R1=1 10 ;..[.
1010 US!Mf_i 9.',0,FLP;Y.(1);

1

1010 51- !-
i p 501t

(-1X;Ti .1 .!.1' i-jYF

-1Y0 UniU 1140_
91',1.-1A:-! It PPFFEn OFF

H.-
1270
11[,0
1740

LLP.
4 13o71 ir I 1 rr

10.t
02) (

1-7,,1

Ll',11CLLLEhr

341 7 LOr,Cf i.Lr



1:36..,

1310
1320
1370
1240

7F 11-.2 GOTO 1590
PRINT FLP
PRINT PLR;CURT.PREFET.RN:5._KTIEFIN5 (PR011 ST TO'
PRINT FLP;-UOPST;PcTEPRi.'r W,LOES APE GIVEN IN PR-AFELTs1'
12=11,1

13:.;0 13-1 TC 12
13A0 14=11-13
1770 FOR 15=1 TD 14
13;.!0 16=1.13 4-1

13 ,0 GOTO 1460
11r] L3-1-(16)
141') 1-4G(16)
14:0 F(I6)=E(I5)
1430 G(16)=G(15)
1440 r(15)=L3
1450 61!--,5=Lii
3460 NEXT 15
1470

I

14y f-TJTJ[

!ur. TO 11

FLr,(.s(;_37;
:( 0,41;;

1550 PRINT USHJI;

15'0 PP! i FLP,'UDP:1
p1;1, I FIT
011(1.1 ILL '002*;J'a.L_

*,600 WpiTv:FJLE. 161111FL5; to
1610 FUTTv,_HT:5,4!;r.....-.IO;PD:'.474

l_v_:10(_; 1630,11..5;0'1
FL;,-
r: 10 16

LI iNC 1..-F,F1,5 '11u YOU tp Stf. Fl,'

1700;FL:; coy,

orcif.v)

'victual ell) th:.; n

1

110 CUln 1710
1n40 E' Ii. P

pj'Irj
1oL.r.
ji -1-TO

u515 17.,J.,FLr.-01
=7172.0,C:1



1900
1910
1920

PRINT FLP,'(';MT;")':
FOE 1=1 TO 11-1
IF H(I)<.5 G010 1940

19311 PRIN1 USING 930,FLp,k(I,M);
1940 NEXT I
1951! PR1N1 FLP
1,'60 N i T M
1970 PRINT ELF,' ,

1900 FUR J=1 TO J--.1

1990 IF H(I)<;5 6010 2020
2000 : (ott)

2010 PRINT USING 2000,FLP.I:
2020 NEXT I
2030 PRIN1 FLP
2040 PRINT FLP
2050 PRINT flUN END OF SuMW,RY
2060 PRINT FLP
2100 C=1
2110 CH6IN 'EM!
2120 C-2
2130 CH6TN 'Vu 0' 1

2)40 C-3
215,0 CHr,IN
2160 SlOp

11:10'



001.0 ELM
0020 REM 000 PRCT 0011 CHAINING WITH COMMON USE AREA
0030 prm
0000 ML 1260;51.30,P1.70_
0050 USES E,J,N1,N2,,2;S1

A$60(20),D10(1'0),C$60(20)
0070 OSF Z(20,20),Xk:U,20),R(20,20)
0(10 H(20),S20),D(20).W(20),1(20),L(20),Y(20)
0090 DIM '':1.60;Yq,60;7$60)M$192,N7.192,V$19?,01192,U$95
0100 DIM.14(200):,T(20);V(20);D(20);E)(20,20)
0t10 OPEN FII:E FL5;'002';ALL
0150 PEH 44):4
0290 Y1,--.
0300 Z$='Please type YES or NO'
0310 WRITEFILE USING 320,FL5,'Pre EXCEME 10 :roceod'
0320 FUPM POP109,C30,POS079
0330 RE6DFILE USING 360,FL.5,0-..
0:.00 RLWR11EFILE US1N5
c7.no rm:m PD20!;_9;COZ

FUI'M P(70-079; Cr,
:J.370 FFUP1TLF1LE OSJOG liOn to th:l.

FOPH
Or,'%0 P:-.UP11EFILE usao6 0f,O,FL5,.the various you hi_lue

0000 FOE.-, P0595,C30
0410 Rrt.W1IFFILE US1NO 420,FL5,'Io do:.cribe the',P5%
0Y2.0 FOM-i
00150 PEU;'1rrriLE USING 40O,FL5,'are

ILLEii.eitS193;C2!:,,RUL;:18
01W0 NELIP1IL-C1LE U2'10c; 0.60J-L'j;.deli-rminih0 Yi,1
04o0 FOPh
04711 of 1,111111,E USIWT; 14:10J-L5;1-41,

POS7'50,C6
tHY

!-,L)1,

1.t1-!0

07.0 r,(1,
-;;f;

I :7,)1-
1,

cl



0737 NEXT I

0740 IF 12(.5 30TO 700
0750 FOR 1=1 TO S1
0760 WI)=1
0770 NEXT I

3780 FOR H=1 TO Si
0790 FOR I=I TO N1
0000 IF X(1;M)>;99 GOTO 020
0810 NEXT I
0820 T(V)=-1
0830 T1=Z(I,m)
0840 FOR I 0 N1
0859 IFK;I,F:,=.01 GOTO 370
0860 NEX:. I

0870 V(.1).-T
0800 1-14M1=7( J5)-11
'AY/0 f.' XT

0 0u 01(1 *1.(
xs*

prm *** FIND NEXT BRUT `.1,-),

IV SC1O 2070
0930 PFh *A11***1,4, rh.Oh*
094U KFV+1.
09E0
0960 FOB..M7=2 10 J
0970 IF H(t1/<5 GOIO 1030
0980 IF H(t1>2 .8010 1080
09Y0 FOB TO UI
1000 11 H(1 )<.0 0070_1070.
1010 IF H(I2.5 GOTO 1070
102P R1=0(I,(1)_,
1030 IF R1.`P.2 GOTO 1070
1040 [11-t1
10T,0

10'0 NL.-7
j()111

HY'Yr

I.2=_

fci L:



1200

1__

62=V(1-2)
NEX1 I

REM PRINT OPTIONS it;t4A*44.(**fik,IV.h*****i411.M.OX144(

1211 M7 =11.

1212 N =Y7
1213
1214 R7,=1'1

1215 tii,=

1220 STP(M$;I:,33)='1m .3in you ;lad to ch:,.e between'
1235 STR(M1,.44.S)=!OPTION
1237 STR(M1.65.3)=!jnd!
1245 STR(M2,95;3)=1 A'
1250 STR(M,99,2)=CHR(P2)
1255 STR(M$,101,19).'0 /0 chance io get a'

1265 STR(MS,139,O)=0P110N A'
1275 sTR(m;159,1)=.1.

sTR(m$;110:26)=E1J0(51.;),26)
12B5 STR(Mi,;1:86.7)=.1hat_is'
12v0 Silt(NT,,31,5)="1
1295 IF ,IICF1) 0 GOTO 1315
1301; F.',1P(N11,,36,29),,SIT(1i1!(F1),1,?Y)
1310 GUTO 1320
1315 STr.:N+,36,29),STR(C$(F1),1,29)
1320 STkitn,65,24)='A 1000/0 cb,-Ince to get

13:50 SI0(N1,;95,5)=1 as.
1335 STR(NT;I2;29)=.9TRAI,(E1);1,29)
1340 Sil!(Nc;1.9.::' 3TU(S7.;1;23 )
1341 p..-1,--Lru(F.$)

115,12 Ir OLIO 1344
1343 P5=72
1344 l';'3 ,,P54130

SIP(NI.,Pf,,7)=.thal
1350 ::-JP.,Ni.,159,0)='; and

G010 1 300

57, --7_-_:,B;25'=31P,F2),1,2!0
C771 1-7',..2

:3:4 :1,,,C25)TP(C$(F2),I;2:)

0 (7010 1q05
1,27)

27)=5TR(c5(F1),1,27)
71;5)='1
=.6.29)=5TRU(:.(132).1;29)

,3)=.at
03,27)=S-1);1;27)
.5,6),---'1AND a'

1435 .102,2)=CHR(P3)
104, o/o chanc0 40 get ead'

141_01 3117,1:2?,16,-.byt th.t is

1,,,LE-H(5$) .

..".:U/ 11 GDIO 11;e',?

146's
lu69

1475 Sil.,(1,3)=
14PO IF- 11(02)0 1!--,(10

83



1407 STUSR$_,4,27)=5TR(Cir(F2);1;27)
1495 GOTO 1502
1500 STR(81,;4;27)=STR(D$CF2),1,27/
1502 Slk(k1,31;51:1 as
1505 IF II(F1)A.G010_1525
1510 STP(RS,36,29)=S1P((F1),1,29)
1520 G010 1530
1525 STR(8$,36,29)=STR(1);1,29)
1530 STR(R4.,65,3),'as '

1535 Slk(RS;69,27)=STR(At(G2);I;27)
1540 STR(N$;95,5)=.4 as
1543 STR(,100.2Y)=STR(AS(G1);1;29)
1550 STR(RS,I40;13),..,,fur sure'

1555 STR(R2;159;21.1_and as

1560 IF D(F2)<1 GOTO_I500_

It/65 EriR(P$,16S,25)=STR(Clr(F2),1,25)
1575 BOTO 1582
15HO STR(k$;162,25)=STP(1i1,(F2);I;25)

as

15O5 STP(111;35 ;29)=STR(Alt025,1;29)
15Y5 S1(OTr,_65,31).--'11HICE WOUIrk POLFER: n ON 11?'

1600 WRI1E1 1LE USING_1601,FL5,M$,N$;91,;_R$;111,

1601 FORM P01;1;Cr;POS/Y3.;.C,P05385,C,P05577:C,PW.:769,C,ROSI
leAt; READFILL 05)116 1610;FL5,1)$

1610 FOkh POSS64,C1
1615 IF (11.'W GOTO 1650

1620 IF GUTU 1770
1625 REORTTGFTLL USTOG

16:30,FL!'.1;'PLEA5C l'IPL 'A OP FI

1630 FOP11_POSS71.C22,k0
1635 PEADFILE_OINF. 1640,FL5,0q.

1640 FOPH PO5394;C1
1645 GOT(! 161.5
1650 RPM fE01:(4kT,L1TY MIXTUNr_ Fill OPTIOO.

160 CCUI7.7TUILL IZINU 1670;1-L5,'APE OO SUPC?'

1670 1771 - ="J571,C13,POIj1S:15
16,:0,FLt;;,,q

1;1P'
IF GO-1022,LO

f; IF GOTO 16n01730,FL5,'1YPL YES Jr 5UkL, ryir MOT:'

,C3

1775
_ .

179r: IF GOTO 1PY0

1P1! C!r("',,C.:>,2)CHP(11-!)_
1111u 511'!.",-.162,2)=UHR(e:).._

LE 1.1!::11.'f2,

L,L4-YFIL.F W.106 161:',11-,4O1

1%,',;, IV
lOr

TY1'1. -A PrI

1417r 17..;.,T1..7 tr:;IC:"; 1600.i
lq

LLL:1.11.:71E! .1151u(
YOU f:-.1111-

UY



lyio
192(1
1930
1940
I9 0
1960
19-61;

1970
197t5

Jr 01 =*YES. G010 2340
IF U2 =' NO' 61)10 1960
REWRJTEFILE USING_ 17,301FLTYPE YES IF
RFADFILF_USINB I750:FLS;(1';'
GOTO_IWO
P2,4'24.10
P4=P3
P3=P3-110
IF P3 :5 UOTO 2340

SURF; Nt IF

19130 STH(HI,99,2)=CHR(P2)
1990 STP(VI.,102,2)=CHN(P3)
2000 WRITF_:FILE USINC 16u1J-5,F,/ .V1,R$,U2
1010 RCADFILF.:USING 1610;F1.E
2020 IF 051 =I-:! GOTH 1770
'2030 IF..01.='_6_60T0_196f)
2040 il,..UP11LILE_WIING !630,1 C TYPE Cr OR -D.
201 c: 1,-;(;TiFILE USING 1::40,FLS,'
206U 20::0

pvm -00v.uumpf-FT P FOR PEI.- !,'IL 1.1!InHYs or DELFr.')7F
R;, U: THIN CLUSTER COI Pr. iN GAt-.11..1-.

274:2 p,(pi,p4)/::0i)
ft,.(P/L.::/(F/U2-1.S1-.F.)./W1)

9 111 Ii

FiW 1=1 IL
IMPOPiriNCE ,".,,

:'37r 73=o0,1'12)
1:(11)=1;,(I1),',1

23Y0 NEXT
24611
24111 FE)! TO 1.1

2420 11-=NtI,H1)
:2430 WiI1)--LII1P,P
7440 oryr

UPI'? -IL cuulEt,:;
c;.110

TO 1.2
:'=."

2670 L4,7-I

2L69
2691!

:27 LI

2711'

35




